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INTRODUCTION
Background
Autonomous vehicle market is growing rapidly. After the market expansion of
the ongoing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), the unmanned ground vehicles
(UGV) are expected to gain similar exponential growth of interest. The global
UGV market is projected to grow nearly three times by 2020 compared with
current size [1, 2]. Besides the initial military field of uses, unmanned ground
vehicles are gaining rising interest in consumer market for different civil tasks.
Various UGV concepts are extensively developed and used for civil application
[3 – 6]. While automation and robotics technology becomes available with lower
expenses, the development complexity increases and lead time to market is
shrinking. As only the thoroughly studied and fine-tuned platforms are
competitive, considerable effort is required to tune the performance and
efficiency to customer expectation level.
Decisions in an early development phase are especially important as they
define the following design process and have high impact on the overall success
of a final product [7]. Designing an autonomous robot is not a trivial task and a
designer must consider many limits and opposing requirements. To acquire
valuable feedback about design choices, prototyping and testing must be used,
although it is expensive and time consuming for complex mechatronic systemof-systems. Therefore, appropriate tools and methods are needed for designers to
find out an optimal solution in minimum time.
Vehicle mobility relies on limited energy resources, which creates a need to
maximize energy efficiency. All inefficiencies in platform design, operation,
reliability and safety translate to loss of energy and degrade emission indicators.
Inefficiencies raise the platform exploitation costs and lower its competitiveness
on market. Consumer is usually interested in buying the product most suitable for
his needs and is willing to have objective information with minimum effort about
the solutions and their performance. Validated knowledge base to predict
performance and suitability would allow easy comparison of different platform
designs.
Analysis and estimation of efficiency parameters are not a straightforward
procedure, as they are often contradictive and depend considerably on the design
and environment parameters. In addition, there might be strict requirements for
mass, dimensions or visual appearance that degrade operational and energy
efficiency. As UGVs are often used in the conditions dangerous for humans,
durability of their design is the main demand. However, if the vehicle is
overweighted and strength reserves exaggerated, it is easily conflicting to energy
efficiency. While planning mission scenarios for UGVs, energy requirement
predictions that uses platform and mission measurable parameters and prior
knowledge are very important [8].
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Motivation and problem definition
Vehicle energy consumption is one of the most important parameters on the
consumer market and the competition demands that it could be minimized
whenever possible. However, standardized energy efficiency evaluation of
different unmanned applications and corresponding designs is uncommon [9].
Comparison of two competitive mobile platforms requires time-consuming
testing and data analysis to map their design key-parameters and advantages.
Therefore, standardized performance evaluation and resulting knowledge library
can help to speed up new concept generation and lead to fine tuning and detailing
phase much quicker.
The aim of this research is to improve the UGV early design phase with a
focus on the energy efficiency. Designing a complex mechatronic system is a
time-consuming task with expensive prototype building and thorough trial-error
testing. As a result of provision of a validated model knowledge library, efforts
can be considerably reduced to reach an optimal and energy efficient solution.
Therefore, there is a great need for a practical usable system that enables
compiling of energy efficiency profiles of different robot platforms and indicates
their suitability for planned tasks and missions. Furthermore, expected platform
qualities for successful operation can be predicted.
As the mobile platforms and their tasks are complex, the efficiency cannot be
described with one parameter, rather it needs a set of key-parameters and
parameter relations corresponding to the task. The first objective is to determine
efficiency descriptors to the tasks and classify them. Study of different tasks
involves also finding the priorities to descriptors and rating them. Usually UGVs
are designed more or less universal to complete missions that consist of several
tasks which are mostly different. There might be tasks that can successfully be
accomplished by almost any platform or in contrast, tasks that set very high
requirements to platforms. Mission profiles can be combined from single task
profiles which should also have priorities assigned. This enables us to create
requirement profiles for tasks and missions for defining the key-parameters. The
key-parameter relations, dependencies and test layout planning are modelled by
System Modelling Language (SysML) [10, 11].
The next objective is to validate the UGV efficiency for given tasks and the
mission. As the UGV performs in interaction with the environment and terrain to
process the task, this interaction can be measured directly in a real-condition test.
While required key-parameters are defined based on task profiles, the appropriate
measurement system should be composed for capturing the dynamic data during
validation tests. It is also important to take into account uncertainty of the input
measures for result quality assessment. Using the recorded UGV performance
data, energy efficiency profiles to platforms should be composed. Comparison of
task and UGV profiles indicates the UGV efficiency and derives the
recommendations for design improvements. These valuable results are stored in
a database and can be used for validating simulations and predicting the
efficiency of future design concepts.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
ADC
AWD
ATV
BLDC
CAD
CAN
DC
GPS
ICE
INS
MEMS
MTBF
RWD
SME
SysML
UAV
UGV
UTC
VMS
XML

Analog to Digital Converter
All Wheel Drive
All Terrain Vehicle
BrushLess Direct Current
Computer Aided Design
Controller Area Network
Direct Current
Global Positioning System
Internal Combustion Engine
Inertial Navigation System
MicroElectroMechanical System
Mean Time Between Failures
Rear Wheel Drive
Small and Medium Enterprises
System Modelling Language
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Unmanned Ground Vehicle
Universal Time Coordinated
Vehicle Management System
Extensible Markup Language

nr
a
alim
amax
Ac
Ad
Ao
Ci
Cd
Cf
Cr
Ctrad
Cugv
E
Ein
Eout
Fa
Fd
Fg
Fn
Ft

reliability ratio
vehicle longitudinal acceleration
vehicle acceleration limit
vehicle maximum measured acceleration
platform coverable area
cross-section area of the vehicle body
area under obstacles
vehicle internal resistance
aerodynamic drag coefficient
energy conversion coefficient
rolling resistance coefficient
cost of traditional solution
cost of autonomous platform
energy
input energy
output energy
vehicle acceleration
vehicle bodywork aerodynamic drag
track gradient
summary resistive force
working operation resistance
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Fp
Fr
g
I
Imax
k
m
n
Pd
Pe
Pp
Q
Re
Rn
s
se
si
sr
so
t
tfp
trp
tc
to
tr
U
u
v
va
X
x
Y

drawbar pull force
wheel rolling resistance
acceleration due to gravity
current
maximum allowed current
trajectory curvature index
vehicle mass
count
drawbar pulling power
power required from vehicle electronic equipment
power of an engine/motor
fluid flow
earth radius
trajectory segment curve radius
vehicle travelled distance
distance measured with wheel encoder
ideal route length
actual route length
distance to obstacle
operating time
time while having full performance
time while having reduced performance
time to collision
operator spent time
platform operation time
battery voltage
standard deviation
vehicle speed
air relative velocity (wind)
latitude GPS coordinate
correction
longitude GPS coordinate

α
δb
δg
δnl
δres
δsc
δtemp
δwn
ε
εB
εB

track gradient angle
axis bias correction
natural acceleration change correction
axis scale factor correction
analog to digital converter sensitivity correction
axis scale factor correction
environment temperature correction
white noise correction
general systematic error effect
bias systematic effect
position systematic effect
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Δ
η
ηΣ
ηa
ηe
ηL
ηn
ηs
ηt
ρa
σ

single measure
efficiency ratio
total energy efficiency ratio
autonomy ratio
energy efficiency ratio
load ratio
navigation efficiency ratio
safety ratio
traction efficiency ratio
air density
standard deviation
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW
Unmanned ground vehicles
UGV is a ground contact vehicle that operates without on-board human operator.
The UGVs are used in many applications where the presence of human operator
is too dangerous, inconvenient or impossible. It is perfect for boring, monotonous
and repeated accuracy critical tasks. Compared with UAV systems, navigating
on ground is much more difficult than in air. Nevertheless, by using latest
technology, autonomous vehicles are expected soon to overcome restrictions of
environment conditions and outperform human operators [12].
The UGV platforms use a set of sensors to measure and observe surrounding
environment, pass the information and make decisions about its behaviour either
autonomously or they are controlled through teleoperation by human in different
locations. An easier way of UGV development consists in converting a regular
vehicle’s (car, tractor, ATV etc.) accelerating, steering, braking controls into
electronically operated actuators. However, a vehicle built for accommodating a
human operator is usually not space and shape efficient in comparison with a
platform built unmanned from scratch. In addition to handling actuators, every
UGV platform includes the global positioning system (GPS) compounded with
an inertial navigation system (INS) for positioning and proximity sensors
(mechanical, subsonic or laser based) for obstacle detection. Nowadays every
competitive platform includes image processing capabilities for a higher level of
navigation decisions by using stereo camera systems to acquire accurate range
images.
Considering the active UGV development projects of robotics companies [13]
and their applications, universal mid-size UGVs are desired to replace humans
on easy handled tasks. Although there is great interest and support for such UGV
development projects for military applications [14] (Fig. 1.1a), a rapidly
increasing number of professional platform designs are targeted to civil market
[15 – 18] (Fig. 1.1b). In both fields of application, the operational and energy
efficiency is the key for marketing success.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1 Examples of UGV platforms: a – military, Milrem; b – civil, Argo amphibious
UTV.
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Mobile platforms have a broad field of applications, either teleoperated or
autonomous mode. As technology evolves, teleoperation is expected to be
gradually replaced with autonomous operation where UGV obtains more control
over its behaviour. Then, instead of a human, the operational efficiency depends
on the adaptation capabilities of robot algorithms. Suitable missions for reliable
autonomous operation today would include mostly drive to position, repetitive
and simple tasks.
Possibly one of the most important needs to use UGV is danger to human
lives. An example here is a UGV task for bomb disposal [19] (Fig. 1.2) where a
robot is usually teleoperated from distance. An example of an autonomous UGV
mission in the same field is:
 search for explosives in a defined area;
 attempt to dispose when a recognized object is found, or
 transport of the object to a safe position for exploding.

Figure 1.2 Talon bomb disposal robot [19].

Naturally, tasks of surveillance and reconnaissance can be completed more
efficiently by UAV or stationary electronics. Nevertheless, there are many
mission examples for civil universal UGV platforms that are operating fully
autonomously and are equipped with special tools:
 snow plowing car lots;
 non-stop soil sampling on large agricultural fields;
 non-chemical pest control in organic farming;
 nuclear and toxic waste handling and recycling;
 feed transportation to livestock in farms.
Although UGV capabilities are underexploited mainly because of the complex
navigation technology, predictions are optimistic since there are many
applications where UGV is irreplaceable.
13

Design process of robotic systems
Design process of an efficiently operating UGV is similar to any other high level
mechatronics system development process. It goes through several steps from
requirements to the final product [20, 21]. Between the requirements and
deployment, several actions are cycled:
 modelling,
 simulation,
 prototyping.
As this is a sequential process, later levels depend on the previous ones. The Vmodel [20] (Fig. 1.3) organizes these actions into a macro-cycle adopted from
software development and adapted to the requirements of mechatronics. During
the system design, it is broken down into sub-functions and solutions assigned.
Concurrent domain-specific design specifies all solutions separately. System
integration forms the system from individual domains to study their interaction.
All phases are aided by model analysis tools and simulations.

Figure 1.3 Model based mechatronic system design V-cycle [20].

To assure that actual system properties coincide with desired system properties,
a prototype is used for verification and validation. The verification and the
validation are differentiated as follows:
 verification checks whether the results coincide with the specification;
 validation tests whether the result achieves the desired value.
14

With more complex systems developed, several cycles are used and prototypes
built. At least in the case of UGVs, prototype building and testing is usually very
expensive and time consuming since rapid prototyping methods help the process
only slightly.
Clearly, the conceptual design stage has the strongest impact on the whole
product and its lifecycle. A poorly planned concept cannot be compensated with
good technical detailing. As the design space is extremely wide even for a simple
function like motion, the designer’s work is very labour consuming. Main
selection must be made in the conceptual design stage – the design decision locks
many further parameters like cost, production time, maintainability and even
marketing strategies. Here the conceptual design support methodology can be of
considerable help in an effective and qualitative design process in the early design
stage.
Modern mechatronic power generating machine, like a mobile robotic
platform, can be characterized by a continuous or periodic energy and
information flow [22]. A primary energy that flows into the machine is either
directly consumed in the case of an energy transformer, or converted into another
energy form in the case of an energy converter (Fig. 1.4). In contrast to basic
mechanical systems, one characteristic of many mechatronic systems is the
addition and integration of feedback information flow to a feedforward energy
flow. During the operation, information in the mechatronic system is processed
based on measured variables and decisions made to manipulated variables that
alter the further operation. As can be seen, the efficiency of the energy and
information flow defines the platform performance capability.

Figure 1.4 Energy and information processing in mechatronic systems [22].
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Excluding pure transportation purposes [17], most UGV platforms under
development are designed more or less universal, capable of executing several
different tasks when equipped with special tools. Typical subsystems of a mobile
robotic platform are:
 locomotion;
 energy management;
 positioning and sensor management;
 communication;
 safety;
 tool (if needed).
Universal capability requires several compromises to be made on the design. To
overcome the problem, several recent platforms are designed modular [14, 18] to
widen the field of applications, reduce the manufacturing costs, add versatility
and reconfigurability. Then the design consists of modular subsystems, which can
be compounded into a platform according to the requirement of the application.
As mobile robotics is an untraditional, innovative and technologically
advanced sector of machine engineering, initiatives are on small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) whose purpose is to start their own products on rapidly
growing market. Although flexible to develop custom designs, large companies
have more resources for development. It is evident that a system with more
autonomy must at the same time be technically more sophisticated. The
development cycle is a very resource demanding process if the company is
lacking previous knowledge. To create better products cost-efficiently, the barrier
of technology for SMEs could be lowered in different ways. While managing
design complexity with a modular structure, sharing knowledge on openplatforms and re-using existing designs and engineering data offers clear
advantages for SMEs.
Early design process and supporting engineering toolbox can be visually
modelled by SysML [10, 11]. A general purpose visual modelling language for
systems engineering applications can help to deal with complex systems in a
consistent way. It supports the specification, analysis, design, verification and
validation of a broad range of systems by describing them with a set of diagrams.
Other engineering analysis models are integrated by providing graphical
representations with a semantic foundation for modelling system requirements,
behaviour, structure, parametric etc. SysML advantages over its predecessor
include more flexibility, extended capabilities, efficient requirement and
functionality organization.
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Figure 1.5 Four key diagram types of SysML [10].

Figure 1.5 summarizes the basic SysML diagram types that are used to represent
the efficiency analysis throughout of the thesis. The Block (bdd) diagram
represents the hardware, software or any other system elements by defining
system hierarchy and classification. The Package (pkg) diagram is used to
organize the model. The behaviour diagrams include Use Case (uc) diagram,
Activity (act) diagram, Sequence (sq) diagram, and State Machine (stm) diagram.
High-level description of functionality is provided by Use Case diagram obtained
through interaction among system parts. The Activity diagram represents the flow
of data and control between activities. A Sequence diagram represents the
interaction between the collaborating parts of a system. The State Machine
diagram describes the state transitions and actions that a system or its parts
perform in response to events.
Usually, the requirements for a new product development are text based. The
Requirement (req) diagram enables us to represent text based requirements and
relates them with other models through derive, satisfy and verify relationships.
The parametric (par) diagram manages system property constraints which enable
integration of specifications with engineering analysis models. In addition to
diagrams, relationships to represent various types of allocations are also included.
While providing graphic tools and structures, SysML is perfect for describing
complex mechatronic systems that tend to be systems-of-systems that do not fully
integrate with each other.
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UGV performance evaluation
The design of UGV moving abilities is based on the optimization of track and
vehicle interaction for given conditions. Despite the moving method of a
platform, it is most challenging to overcome obstacles in an autonomous mode.
Optimization of rough terrain control for rovers has become an important and
challenging research, especially in space programs where real condition failure
leads to tremendous waste of time and money. Therefore, development of a new
platform involves performance studies of previous solutions, as well as extensive
testing [23].
In mobile robotics, standardized performance evaluation is uncommon [24].
Instead, every development company plans and performs independently
evaluation process of product. As the degree of complexity in robotic systems is
increasing, standardized performance evaluation is very important for design
comparison and ensuring real-condition mission success. For example, there are
several navigation methods for mobile robots and each time they are realized in
a new software solution; some comparisons with previous efforts are usually
made. Moreover, a set of generally accepted benchmarks would make algorithm
performance evaluation much more efficient.
Most UGV performance evaluation programs include a comparison of basic
task capabilities in simulated or artificial environments [25 – 27]. Typically, the
results are obtained through scoring and judging, while the quality of metrics is
limited to measuring the length of the robot path or time to complete a task. If
scoring is appropriate in the development of simple manoeuvres and operations,
still the degree and the way of improvement required is not indicated. Dynamic
processes, like maintaining smooth efficient ride on autonomous navigation and
obstacle avoidance, need quantitative methods [28]. Experimental studies of
control algorithms for mobile robot navigation can be systematized using an
appropriate test protocol and applying navigation comparison metrics, such as the
trajectory (path) length, collision risk and smoothness of trajectory.
There are some indoor test-arenas in laboratories for developing standard test
methods of measuring robot performance [29, 30] (Fig. 1.5). These specially built
facilities house artificial landscapes, obstacles and other equipment to measure
how well a robot performs under a variety of tasks that abstract real world
challenges [31, 32]. Experiments are conducted by running a wide variety of
robots through the prototype test methods to understand how to capture data best
and to refine the physical artefacts and methodology. A variety of standard tests
and specific test methods have been created. In addition, robot performance
competitions are held [33] similar to Estonian Robotex. Still, few research
institutions and companies can afford artificial test-arenas, others have to rely on
real-condition testing. Besides, there is still a great need for a self-contained
toolkit that can be used for unnoticeable, contemporary and simultaneous
operational and energy efficiency analysis while the UGV is used in its planned
field of application.
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Figure 1.5 Indoor mobile robot test arena at NERVE Center [30].

Although there are many navigation methods, their efficiency and suitability
for different conditions are often not compared. In the civil field of UGV
applications, autonomous platforms for covering a closed area for vacuuming,
painting, surface coating, lawn mowing are most common today. In such
conditions, navigation algorithms performance can be assessed by measuring the
percentage of covering by using computer vision techniques and wheel encoder
measurements [34]. While covering an area using multiple robots [35, 36],
effective algorithms have to be developed to minimize overlay and divide their
operation areas. Objective comparison of competing platforms efficiency during
the operation is still complicated.
It is especially important to measure performance in comparison to that of a
human [37 – 40] in the development of autonomous intelligent systems for
consumer market. In this case, the etalon during the performance benchmark is a
human operator. Testing can be carried out in different ways:
 platform is teleoperated first by a human and later it operates
autonomously, trying to reach or exceed human level;
 human and autonomous platform compete with each other while the
progress is observed;
 human and autonomous platform complement each other trying to
achieve better performance than separately possible.
Adaptive and learning robots are often working interactively with humans and
communicating with an operator using speech and gestures. Efficiency of this
communication directly determines the co-operation possibilities. For example, a
wheeled UGV called "Workpartner" [41] is specially designed for tasks done
usually by humans and equipped with manipulators similar to human arms. In the
future, according to predictions, such helping robots will be in high demand in
society when they become effective enough. In this case, energy efficiency
analysis of a humanoid robot manipulator [42] is associated with the energy
efficiency of a wheeled vehicle, which is partially similar.
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Robot autonomy decreases with the increase of environment complexity. To
quantify the environment complexity, many attempts have been made to compile
an environment model [8, 43]. In order to create a grid, line or topological map
about the testing environment, full information about conditions and obstacles
are needed. As this is possible in a labour artificial environment, it is often not
available for real-condition testing areas or available when UGV operates with
the support of UAV [44]. Therefore, environment conditions have to be measured
when possible during UGV interaction with it. Advanced range imaging
algorithms enable creation of an environment map by the autonomous platform
itself.
Although UGV energy efficiency is especially important on commercial
products, research and experimental projects mostly leave it to background while
concentrating on efficient navigation and terrainability. However, UGV optimal
path planning with tradeoffs for energy and time has been studied [45, 46] to
achieve best efficiency for area covering. Most mobile small and mid-size
platforms use an electric motor and batteries for best energy transformation
efficiency. Only platforms based on ordinary cars use ICE [47], which has clearly
the worst conversion efficiency. Some military designation platforms [14, 48] use
expensive hybrid power unit technology. Use of ICE is reasonable, for example,
only when long time continuous operation of UGV is demanded and battery
charging times prohibited. In all cases, the power unit type should be one variable
in the energy efficiency analysis.
As wheel traction is an important parameter affecting directly wheeled vehicle
energy efficiency, different ways of optimized rough-terrain controls are
proposed. For example, wheel speed optimization is achieved using terrain
profiling and wheel speed adjustment approach based on terrain shape estimation
[49]. Another approach is to detect external forces resisting motion while
analysing longitudinal acceleration data and to estimate wheel-ground contact
angle for wheel torque optimization [50]. Instead of estimation, wheel-ground
contact angles can be measured directly using embedded wheel sensors in tactile
wheels. Based on this, the advanced torque control improves the rover
terrainability by taking into account the whole mechanical structure [51]. All
those methods improve performance by minimizing wheel slip on sandy surfaces
and preventing the UGV being stuck. In fact, their efficiency can be practically
compared using real condition measurements on the same track.
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Main objectives
Based on the literature review, the main objectives of the thesis are:
 To analyse energy efficiency properties of tasks and missions assigned
to mobile robotic platforms under development. Although mobile
platforms are mostly designed with universal range of use, some tasks
are more suitable than other ones. Based on selection of success criteria
and key-parameters, requirements can be modelled.
 To develop a method for testing the efficiency key parameters of a mobile
platform, it is required to validate the design concept. The method must
be easily usable during the prototype testing phase and allow
standardized testing of efficiency parameters regardless of platform
energy source, locomotion and steering types.
 To present the overall energy efficiency of a mobile platform in way that
describes its design suitability in the field of application. The efficiency
factors can be converged into the platform profile, which clearly presents
its energy consumption distribution and sources of inefficiencies. Also,
platform profile should enable comparison of performance with the
requirements of the task and mission.
 To apply the evaluation results in the product development in order to
improve the early design phase. It is required to acquire a knowledge
library and engineering toolkit that allow easy platform design
evaluation, comparison and efficiency predictions. Different platforms
must be used for the testing task, which can be completed by all of them
to obtain comparative results.
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2. REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCT DESIGN
Requirements and key parameters for mobile platform design
Figure 2.1 shows the mechatronic product development process in a simplified
way. The current research is targeted to support an early design phase. Through
validating many existing mobile platform prototypes, the results can be used to
predict the future concept design performance and energy efficiency in the
planned field of application. Then it is possible to decrease the early design phase
time considerably and reach the detailed product design phase quicker with the
optimal concept.

Figure 2.1. Mechatronic product development cycle.

As discussed above, early stage product development obtains considerable
benefit from the model-based approach. To design successful and energy efficient
moving robotic platforms, it is essential to have proper context, main interactions
and a function model. As UGVs have many uses, they tend to be designed
universal and versatile to accomplish several different tasks. This can be
modelled with Use Case (uc) diagram of SysML (Fig. 2.2).
UGV is operated by an operator who arranges the missions, does the
maintenance and monitors the whole process. The mid-class platform carries
some payload (cargo, tools etc.) and interacts with the environment, including the
weather, terrain and obstacles, also the target to be manipulated. Depending on
its level of autonomy, UGV decides about its navigation to the target and tool
operations while maintaining the safety level with random persons that may get
in its way. The energy efficiency is defined by the processing performance a UGV
shows during these interactions.
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Figure 2.2 UGV general use cases.

Performance is a composite property which includes power, traction, speed and
other components that can be evaluated by time or quality:
 more tasks processed successfully in a given time;
 shorter task processing time;
 higher quality of task processing.
As the performance indicators include the measure of process duration, the
operation of a mobile platform can be limited in different ways:
 goal-limited – mission continues until the goal is reached;
 resource-limited – mission lasts continuously depending on how the
unprocessed work is generated and availability of resources for the
platform.
As resource-limited mission can virtually be non-stop, e.g. UGV battery is
continuously loaded with solar cells, the efficiency assessment requires extraction
of some time frame or driving distance. In addition, generic missions for moving
robotic platforms can be divided into three parts by actions:
 covering a distance or an area – driving or transporting a load to the
target;
 performing a task – for example, loading cargo, taking a sample;
 support functions – navigation measurements, communication tasks and
other secondary functions.
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bdd UGV platform structure [UGV efficency analysis]
«system»
UGV

«subSystem»
Chassis

«subSystem»
Power

«subSystem»
Sensor system

«subSystem»
Suspension

«subSystem»
Battery

«subSystem»
Steering

«subSystem»
Motor

«subSystem»
Bodywork

«subSystem»
Transmission

«subSystem»
Control system

«subSystem»
Obstacle avoidance

«subSystem»
Safety

«subSystem»
Actuators

«subSystem»
Base control

«subSystem»
Mission control

«subSystem»
Wheels

Figure 2.3 UGV general structure block diagram.

Tasks and missions in the field of particular UGV application determine the
requirements for its design. Every platform subsystem (Fig. 2.3) is used to satisfy
the requirement of the corresponding task. For example, steering subsystem
provides manoeuvrability in tight spaces and its design defines operating
efficiency at a certain level.
Careful observation of mission environment, possible track soil condition,
obstacle properties and other factors ensure a precise requirement list. Usually,
UGV missions include several different tasks, such as drive to location, operate
tool, send information. For every task, a requirement list can be composed (Fig.
2.4). Further merging the requirements of tasks gives a requirement list for a
mission.
The essential platform properties required by a given task are organized in
Table 2.1. These are measurable directly or statistically. Every task requirement
somehow limits UGV properties. For example, when UGV carries its batteries or
fuel along, the energy efficiency is limited by available energy source capacity;
with one charging cycle, it is usually desired to have as long operating time as
possible.
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Figure 2.4 Task requirements for a snow plowing UGV.
Table 2.1 UGV properties established by a task

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Property
Energy consumption
Navigation
Performance
Handling
Reliability
Transportation
Emission
Safety
Exploitation costs
Autonomy level

Measure
energy
distance driven
time
acceleration
number of failures
mass
mass
time to collision
cost
ratio

Limiting factor
energy source
environment knowledge
task completion time
interaction fragility req.
maintenance interval
payload capacity
allowed pollution amount
allowed limits
cost upper limit
operator availability

Navigation algorithms, environment observing capabilities and adaptivity are
important when the task demands UGV autonomous driving in an unknown
terrain. Handling is important when transporting fragile instrumentation and is
expressed by acceleration - smooth driving is characterized by low acceleration.
Reliability is indicated by the number of faults or its effect on performance.
Safety is an important factor when encountering obstacles and especially when
robots work together with humans or interact with them physically. Pollution
amount is important when the environment should not be considerably affected
from contamination, e.g. UGV cannot usually use diesel engine indoors. Platform
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cost defines the general borders of development and usually narrows the
possibilities of applying technical solutions. In addition, production and
operational costs of a given platform define its cost-efficiency, which is very
important in consumer market.
Some qualities of UGV design like appearance are not so clearly measurable.
Appearance has usually a negligible effect on a robot’s efficient operation, so it
can be discarded on most applications. However, on the other hand, it may have
considerable impact on marketing and sales, making the external design as
important as any other technical parameter.
As an objective assessment of UGV properties is desired, it is important to
quantify them numerically rather than do subjective scoring and judging. Some
parameters can be obtained statistically, like the number of failures during a
mission. The effect of a failure (e.g. flat tire etc.) on vehicle performance is
directly measurable.
An appropriate list of requirements enables creation of corresponding
requirement profiles for missions. Depending on mission goals, single tasks are
more or less important, often and seldom performed, and some kind of priorities
are needed. For example, transportation capacity is the most important factor for
a vehicle used for carrying gravel to building sites. In addition, many task
contributing key-parameters contradict each other, which makes assigning
priorities and their comparison a comprehensive task. For example, vehicle mass
is a very important factor for energy efficiency, however lightening the chassis
decreases also the payload carrying capability. Similarly, tire rolling resistance is
controversial to traction on offroad track and powerful motor shortens travelling
times but consumes more energy. To solve this, priorities are assigned by scaling
the parameters in comparison with each other. This will increase or decrease the
importance of its properties to UGV efficiency profile.

Typical mobile robot platform design types
Tasks in different areas of application set versatile and contrary requirements to
UGV hardware and software design. During the processing of the task, UGV is
encountering real-time and real-condition interactions with the surrounding
environment and terrain track (Fig. 2.5). It is clear that platforms can be
developed with a universal concept in mind; still, they are not usable with 100 %
efficiency on all possible conditions and can realize their optimum performance
only on narrow conditions. Therefore, platform efficiency can only be presented
according to a given track and environment circumstances and describing the
efficiency involves measurements of all interaction participants.
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Figure 2.5 Interactions during UGV operation.

Completion of a successful mission can be achieved by using different technical
solutions for platform design. The layout of a mobile platform is determined
mainly by the locomotion and steering principles. Besides energy consumption,
they affect other important properties of UGVs. Those important choices are
made on an early design phase corresponding to the planned terrain, tasks and
other aspects. Depending on the requirements, motion parameters can be
achieved using very different approaches. Locomotion also sets the base for
traction efficiency and rolling resistance, both of which have substantial impact
on energy efficiency. When a designer has to choose a motion type, it is very
important to consider as many options as possible at the conceptual design stage
in order to find an optimal solution for the given problem.
Some most common locomotion design solutions are shown in Fig. 2.6. As
wheels have low rolling resistance, caterpillars have superior traction. An
additional wheel lifting or caterpillar shape altering mechanism can be used for a
climbing aid in order to improve the driving efficiency.

Figure 2.6 Basic types of mobile robotic platform.
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To transfer the power to ground for moving the vehicle, different principles can
be used:
 wheels,
 legs,
 caterpillars,
 wheel and leg combination (aka “wheg”),
 screws (in amphirol),
 air pressure pads (in hovercraft).
Most important requirements for torque transfer element performance are
presented in Fig. 2.7. Decision must be made between traction and rolling
resistance while keeping in mind allowed torque element contact pressure and the
size and shape of the obstacles encountered.
req Driving element performance [UGV energy efficiency requirements]
«requirement»
Torque transfer

«requirement»
En. eff. specification
VerifiedBy
«testCase»
Measured during
mission

SatisfiedBy
«Terrain»

Text= „UGV is moving
by transfering torque
to terrain”
Id=1.2

«derive»

VerifiedBy
«testCase»
Rolling resistance
test

«derive»
«requirement»
Rolling resistance

«requirement»
Traction
Text=”Max. traction”
Id=1.2.1

«derive»
«derive»

Text=”Min. rolling
resistance”
Id=1.2.2

SatisfiedBy
«Obstacle»
«requirement»
Obstacle size

«requirement»
Contact pressure

Text=”Crossable
obstacle size”
Id=1.2.3

SatisfiedBy
«Terrain»

Text=”Terrain max.
load capacity”
Id=1.2.4

Figure 2.7 Driving element performance requirements.

Steering principle defines the manoeuvrability of the vehicle over obstacles and
navigation versatility [52]. Figure 2.8 shows common vehicle steering principles:
A. Ackermann type - wheels follow different radii using linkage (ordinary
cars);
B. frame articulated - wheels turn with body linkage (heavy front loaders);
C. axle articulated - axle is turned around the centre point (horse carriages)
[53];
D. skid - wheels turn in opposite directions (miniloaders, excavators);
E. independent - each wheel angle is separately controlled (several road
construction vehicles);
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F. omniwheeled – rollers added to wheel enable manoeuvring sideways
without changing the wheel position.

Figure 2.8 Common steering principles

In the current research, all available mobile platforms use wheels and steering
options include common Ackermann type and frame articulated steering with
skid capabilities. Nevertheless, the methods are equally usable for other
locomotion and steering types.
The field of application designates principles to be used on a platform.
Example model (Fig. 2.9) explains how the steering principle is determined by
the efficiency requirements on the platform manoeuvrability. Several factors are
involved in parallel, like cost and wear. The aim is to find the optimal solution,
i.e. which factors ensure maximum efficiency. If the priority is good high speed
performance and low tire wear, the obvious choice is Ackermann type steering
geometry, which enables good energy efficiency on high speed vehicle. On the
other hand, when zero turning radius and manoeuvrability in tight space are
important, skid steering is the choice, which enables good manoeuvring and
energy efficiency in high obstacle density area.
req Efficient operation requirements [Task requirements]

«requirement»
Performance

TracedFrom
«requirement»
UGV efficiency

«requirement»
Turn radius
Text=”max. allowed
radius 2,5 m”
Id=1.3.1

Text=”transport
2 t paylod / 1 h”
Id=1.3
«derive»

«requirement»
Tyre wear

«requirement»
Maneuvarability

Satisfies
«requirement»
Navigation

VerifiedBy
«testCase»
Maintenance

Text=”UGV is driving in
tight spaces”
Id=1.3.1

«derive»

«derive»

Text=”1 mm / month at
full use”
Id=1.3.1

«requirement»
Wheel slip
Text=”Wheel slip not
restricted”
Id=1.3.1

Figure 2.9 Task requirements for manoeuvrability.
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Satisfies
«requirement»
Durability

Conclusions of requirements for product design








Focus in this section was on the compilation of a requirement profile for
a universal UGV that can accomplish several tasks.
The energy efficiency is defined by the processing performance UGV
shows during interactions with environment and target.
UGV design is determined by the task and mission. Therefore, the task
requirement list is the basis for platform efficiency evaluation.
Task requirements were grouped into logical groups that present the
properties of successful and efficient task completion. Exact task profile
helps to search ideal platform design that performs the task with
maximum efficiency.
Opposing task requirements are managed by assigning priorities to
properties by scaling the parameters in comparison with each other.
The layout of a mobile platform is determined mainly by the locomotion
and steering principles. With tool operation, these consume most of the
available energy to move the vehicle. The principles also define platform
capability and suitability for a particular mission.
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3. EFFICIENCY METRICS
Energy consumption model
Linking the UGV energy consumption with its design properties requires
investigation of energy distribution while it is converted from source to useful
work. It is necessary to find relationships between sensor data and keyparameters. During the UGV task processing, energy distribution can be
described using fundamental relations in physics. In the context of the current
research, the descriptions of relations need not to be complicated but rather
practically usable. Similar simplified approaches are described in literature [54]
for estimating the platform efficiency. Due to large sets of several sensors data,
analysis methods benefit from data mining and machine learning to compute
indicators.
The autonomous UGV uses its energy resources for accomplishing a given
mission, which in most cases includes performing a task - driving, tool
manipulation and supporting functions. Because of power unit and transmission
internal parasitic losses, it is always less than 100%. While converting energy
into useful output, the efficiency is evaluated in several stages:
1. Input energy transformation into useful output. For example, electric
energy produced by battery is converted into wheel torque.
2. Output transformation into useful work. For example, torque is applied
to wheels only when they have enough grip to move the vehicle.
3. Work planning and processing to complete a mission successfully. For
example, a vehicle is driven around obstacles through the shortest track
with minimal energy consumption.
UGV is overcoming the resistive forces by using torque generated by its power
unit. Mobile platforms can be equipped with several common power unit types,
which have different properties and internal efficiency factors:
 gasoline ICE, mean efficiency factor estimate is 30%;
 diesel ICE, mean efficiency factor estimate is 45%;
 brushed DC electric motor, mean efficiency factor estimate is 80%;
 BLDC electric motor, mean efficiency factor estimate is 90%;
 hybrid motor (ICE + electric motor), mean efficiency factor estimate
depending on the layout is around 50% – 70%;
Similarly, UGVs can be equipped with several transmission types that in turn
add parasitic losses to the system. The most common are:
 direct drive (motors in the wheels), 100% efficiency;
 spur, bevel, helical geared drive, usually 93% – 98%;
 planetary gear drive, usually 96% – 99%
 worm geared drive, 50% – 90%;
 belt drive, 95%;
 hydrostatic transmission, around 80%.
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First, energy consumption measuring is needed using current or fuel consumption
depending on the platform power unit. Energy consumption can be expressed in
two ways:
 units of energy per fixed distance or
 units of distance per fixed energy unit.
In the comparison of different vehicles, it is reasonable to measure the energy
consumption while the fixed distance is travelled. As there is no standard for
comparison and evaluation, particularly for UGV dynamics energy efficiency, it
is reasonable to adapt the metrics – Watt-hours per meter. Transforming the
energy consumption of different energy sources to units of Joule per meter,
vehicles can be compared regardless of the energy source. Specific energy is
commonly used for emission assessment in transportation, it is 48 MJ/kg for
diesel fuel while lithium-ion battery holds roughly ten times less.
Energy consumption analysis requires a detailed analysis of the resistive
forces that oppose a vehicle’s motion. The power consumption study utilizes a
typical vehicle longitudinal dynamics model [55], which was adapted for UGVs
during the current research. Vehicle power consumption model utilizes resistive
forces as key factors (Fig. 3.1):
 acceleration Fa,
 rolling resistance Fr,
 track gradient Fg,
 aerodynamic drag Fd,
 working operation resistance Fp,
 vehicle internal resistance Ci,
 electronic equipment power consumption Pe.

P t   Fa  Fr  Fg  Fd  F p  C i v t   Pe t    t  ,

(3.1)

where ε(t) is the model error. Key factor assessment requires composition of time
dependant profiles for a vehicle: like driving style profile, track surface roughness
profile, track gradient profile that can be composed based on real-condition
testing measurement results. As UGV is usually processing useful work, the
resistance force from the working operation is also added, e.g. UGV is
pushing/pulling something. Vehicle internal resistance is a sum of power
converting losses, e.g. in gear drives.
Decelerating or braking is the opposite of accelerating force. If braking is
regenerative like it is usual for vehicles of road driving, accelerating force Fa is
negative. In the context of the current research, UGVs are mainly used in offroad
terrain at relatively low speeds. In these cases, none of them can benefit from
regenerative braking, it is not used and Fa = 0 during braking.
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bdd [package] Power consumption model [UGV efficiency analysis ]
«constraint»
Consumed power
constraints
P = (Fa + Fr + Fg + Fd + Fp +Ci) * v + Pe + ε
parameters
Fa: accelerating force
Fr: rolling resistance force
Fg: gradient resistance force
Fd: aerodynamic drag force
Fp: working operation resistance force
Ci: internal resistance
Pe: electronic equipment power consumption
ε: model error

«actor»
Model error

«constraint»
Accelerating force

«constraint»
Internal resistance

constraints
Fa = m * a

constraints
Ci = ΣCn

parameters
m: vehicle weight
a: driving direction acceleration

«constraint»
Gradient resistance force
constraints
Fg = m * g * sin α
parameters
m: vehicle weight
g: acceleration due gravity
o: gradient angle

«constraint»
Working op. resistance force
constraints
Fp = m * -a
parameters
m: vehicle weight
a: breaking acceleration

parameters
Cn: power cenverting loss

«constraint»
Rolling resistance force
constraints
Fr = Cr * m * g
parameters
Cr: rolling resistance coefficient
m: vehicle weight
g: acceleration due gravity

«constraint»
Aerodynamic drag force
constraints
Fd = Ad * Cd * ½ * va^2 * pa
parameters
Across: vehicle cross section area
Cd: drag coefficient
p: air density
v: air relative velocity (incl. wind)

Figure 3.1 Restriction force constraints package diagram.

Evaluation of resistive forces
Track and vehicle wheel interaction has significant impact on energy efficiency
[56]. The rolling resistance coefficient can be measured separately for a given
torque transfer element or taken from the database. Tire rolling resistance force
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is a constant value based on the resistance coefficient Cr, vehicle mass m and
acceleration due to gravity g (Fig. 3.2):

Fr  C r mg .

(3.2)

Figure 3.2 Parametric diagram of UGV rolling resistance.

There are several techniques of measuring tire rolling resistance [57]:
 drum test of tires – results available and usable through the literature of
testing results;
 trailer method – separate towable trailer is built for measuring tire created
resistive torque on different surfaces;
 coast down method – vehicle is accelerated to a certain speed and then
left to roll freely on neutral gear;
 fuel/current consumption method – can be used as a comparative method
of different tires in very steady conditions (indoors).
In addition to tire rolling resistance, overcoming track roughness needs more
energy. Therefore, besides tire parameters, rolling resistance force depends on
terrain surface roughness and resistance to rolling. If one of the above rolling
resistance tests is used, the measurements must be carried out at least in two
conditions, easy (asphalt, concrete) and difficult (loose soil) to find the change of
the terrainability factor between condition limits. Soil resistance is included as a
consumed energy measure and can be subtracted when tire rolling resistance and
track roughness are known. Track roughness is measured through vehicle wheel
vertical acceleration [58] (Fig. 3.3), scaled with speed factor and taken into
account to calculate the summary rolling resistance of the platform.
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Figure 3.3 Track roughness measure while a vehicle is driven from rough to smooth
pavement.

In the case of UGV operated offroad and at low speeds, vehicle bodywork has
little impact on the performance. Inversely, when the UGV driving speed is
important, the aerodynamic drag has considerably larger effect on energy
consumption. As the wheel rolling resistance is linear, aerodynamic drag grows
quadratically with speed (fig. 3.4). The aerodynamic drag resistive force of the
vehicle bodywork is calculated from the cross-sectional area of the vehicle body
Ad, the coefficient of drag Cd, air density ρa and relative velocity of the air va
(wind):

Fd  Ad C d
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

v a2  a
.
2

(3.3)
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Figure 3.4 Typical resistive power graph of a light vehicle encountering aerodynamic
drag and rolling resistance.
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Terrain gradient has quite large effect on energy consumption, especially on
offroad tracks. In many cases, frequent occurrence of the gradient has a selfwithdrawal effect because positive and negative slopes in generally flat
landscapes are usually accompanied with the opposites. The resistance force of
the track gradient is calculated from the vehicle mass m and the track gradient
angle α (Fig. 3.5):

Fg  mg sin  .

(3.4)

Figure 3.5 Parametric diagram of track gradient resistance.

The remaining resistive force is the working operation resistance Ft, which should
be maintained below the drawbar pull force Fp for successful operation.
Therefore, the drawbar pull force is the amount of useful horizontal force
available for the working operation, pushing or pulling a load [20]:

F p  Fa  Fn .

(3.5)

UGV can use its available drawbar pull force for plowing snow, pulling cargo
trailers and for other functions. When an UGV is designed for a given task, the
positive drawbar force (Fa > Fn) is desired. Excessively high drawbar force
capacity results in poor energy efficiency due to increased power (high
fuel/current consumption), rolling resistance or platform mass. The drawbar force
is at its maximum during takeoff while pulling a load and it decreases steadily
while the vehicle speed increases.
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Energy efficiency measures
Regardless of UGV motor type, it has its most effective turning frequency where
energy consumption is optimal. A motor operating below or above optimal
frequency increases the wear and decreases the efficiency factor. This indicates
that the power source is sized inappropriately. The load efficiency factor is
measured during the test or the specific power curve is taken from a database if
available. Load measure acts in opposite to the drawbar pull but the drawbar pull
can reach its limit due to low grip much sooner than the load. In the case of the
electric motor, the load factor ηL is based on the measured current ΔI on the given
time stamp and the maximum allowed current Imax:

L 

I
.
I max

(3.6)

Total current consumption of the platform consists of two parts - passive and
active. Passive consumption in idle mode keeps the UGV systems and its
actuators alive and responsible. The active consumption is present when UGV
accomplishes useful tasks like driving from one point to another. Inside the
vehicle, basic energy conversion efficiency is a ratio between the input (all
consumed energy) and the output (useful energy):



E out
.
Ein

(3.7)

Acquisition of electric energy consumption from sensor parameters is modelled
with the parametric diagram in Fig. 3.6. Instantaneous energy consumption of an
electric vehicle while driving can be calculated from the measures of the
consumed current IΔ and the battery voltage UΔ during the given time t, which
enables use of dynamics efficiency metrics in units of Wh/m:

E

IUt
.
s

(3.8)

par [Package] UGV electric efficiency
s.process.distance

Ce.conversion.loss

ne.el.energy.eff
I.battery.out.current
U.battery.voltage
t.process.time

I

s

E: Energy
U consumption
equation
t

Ce
E

nE: Energy efficiency
equation
E
nE

Figure 3.6 Parametric diagram of UGV electric energy efficiency.
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In the case of an ICE powered platform, equal energy consumption can be
calculated using liquid fuel flow Q measurements and the specific energy
conversion coefficient Cf:

E  Cf

Qt
.
s

(3.9)

After considering the resistive forces to plot the UGV energy distribution, higher
level of efficiency is evaluated by the vehicle management system (VMS) which
uses the design elements optimally to process the mission. VMS performance
determines the navigation, handling, driving style, and the efficiency of
behaviour. Therefore, the efficiency metrics should involve the driving style and
smoothness indicators.
The driving style parameters are dynamic and based on the travelled distance
over time units. The acceleration/deceleration defines driving smoothness while
speed is a compromise of energy efficiency and durability versus task processing
time. Like on ordinary cars, there is usually an optimal speed interval where
energy efficiency is highest and which should be desired by the platform VMS.
Stops without processing a task (e.g. for measuring the environment,
calculating the route) are unwanted and lower the overall efficiency. The number
of stops is counted during the test and their time is measured. In case UGV uses
an ICE, a similar parameter, though not equal, is idling time. Idling the engine
should generally be avoided by VMS.
Safety can be quantified in different ways. It expresses the efficiency of
encountering obstacles and humans without colliding or threatening them.
Statistically, it is the number of incidents but accurate information requires an
observer, which is not suitable for a self-contained measurement system. Instead,
it is also correlated to the mean value s of the minimum distance sn to each n
number of encountered obstacles through the entire mission measured by all robot
sensors:

s

1 n
 sn
n i 1

(3.10)

The maximum value is produced on an obstacle free environment, which means
100% level of safety. Low values indicate possible collisions and degrade the
overall result, which correlates to the number of incidents. Naturally, in practice
an autonomous vehicle cannot keep it as far away from obstacles and humans as
possible, but has to decide sufficient and possible gap during navigation.
Driving smoothness as kinetic intensity is related to the frequency and
intensity of accelerating and braking [59] and also describes safety during
navigation. Highly correlative measure of driving smoothness is the time to
collision, such as distance to an obstacle so divided by the vehicle driving speed
v [60]:
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tc 

so
v

(3.11)

VMS with a desire to drive smoothly will not approach an obstacle in such way
that the rapid braking is necessary to avoid collision. In addition to acceleration,
highly correlative to driving smoothness is instantaneous current/fuel
consumption.
Trajectory smoothness is a way how navigation system generates the platform
trajectory during an operation and is a measure to navigation efficiency [28].
Smooth trajectory enables optimization of the acceleration profile and provides
energy, time and vehicle durability savings. Trajectory smoothness is described
by a curvature on the track points. The curvature can be calculated using
combined magnetometer and gyroscope measures to obtain the heading of a robot
on each time stamp. To take smoothness and trajectory length into account
simultaneously, mean curvature index k is calculated based on the curve radius
Rn on each n distance segment:

k 

1 n 1
 .
n i 1 Rn

(3.12)

To compare the recorded trajectory curvature with an ideal trajectory, navigation
efficiency ratio is calculated. This ratio is an ideal route length si related to the
actually covered route sr recorded using the GPS tracker system:

n 

si
.
sr

(3.13)

The ideal route is calculated on the map using intelligent algorithms for finding
the optimal route. As the vehicle wheel slipping on loose grounds affects the
driving wheel covered distance, its true value sr must be measured as a sum of
waypoints described with the GPS-coordinates. In geodesy, the spherical law of
cosines is used to calculate the distance between two points Δs described with
latitude (X1, X2) and longitude (Y1, Y2) and earth radius Re = 6371 km is expressed
as:

s  cos 1 sin X 1 sin X 2  cos X 1 cos X 2 cosY2  Y1 Re .

(3.14)

For an area covering type of tasks, UGV energy efficiency can be expressed
as an efficiency ratio of the coverable area Ac and the obstacle area Ao
unreachable, related to the consumed energy E [34]:
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e 

Sc  So
.
E

(3.15)

Considering internal power conversion losses, the tractive efficiency is
determined as the ratio of the drawbar pulling power Pd to the power Pp delivered
by a power unit:

d 

Pd
.
Pp

(3.16)

Besides internal losses, there is a notable power loss in tire and track surface
contact. Corresponding driving element traction efficiency ratio [61] (Fig. 3.7) is
the distance covered without a slipping si (ideal route) and the distance covered
by a driving element se (measured with a wheel encoder):

t 

si
.
se

(3.17)

Figure 3.7 Traction efficiency measurement.

As each ratio represents one section of energy transformation into useful work
during the task, they are related to each other. The platform total energy efficiency
ratio ηΣ between 0% and 100% is the sum of all efficiency ratios:

    e t n .
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(3.18)

Energy consumption is easily measured directly but this ratio will answer the
question “how much energy is lost during the task?” While allocating the limits
of efficiency for a given design, best possibilities for improving energy
consumption become also clearly visible.

Operational efficiency measures
In addition to energy based efficiency measures, UGV operational efficiency is
evaluated similarly [37, 62]. Though the operational efficiency is not directly
related to the energy consumption measure, efficient operation always translates
to energy efficiency improvements.
The autonomy ratio is a measure of time to spent by the operator to achieve
the robot operation time tr:

a 

tr  to
tr

(3.19)

For example, if the operator spends 12 min during the mission to input navigation
information and interact or conduct the UGV during process, which enables
successful UGV operation for an hour, the autonomy ratio is 80%. Fully human
teleoperated UGV has 0% autonomy ratio, while advanced autopilot allows ratios
close to 100%.
Reliability is often evaluated as the MTBF, ranging usually from 6 h to 24 h [63].
Considering relatively good engineering level, test missions are usually too short
for calculating MTBF, instead, the number of failures and their types should be
counted if present. As safety correlates to trajectory smoothness and time to
collision, its margin ηs can be calculated using the limiting yield acceleration alim
and the maximum operating acceleration amax:

s 

alim
a max

(3.20)

As safety cannot be fully characterized using acceleration, the number of safety
incidents should be counted statistically over a long-term UGV operation. The
mean time between safety incidents can be measured similar to reliability.
In the context of the current research, failures might terminate or decrease
UGV operational efficiency. There is a difference between reliability and safety
incidents by their effect on platform operation whether incidence reduces
platform performance or has no effect on it. Failures having small effect can be
detected, for instance, by measuring repeated tasks to find performance
deterioration through wear. The corresponding reliability ratio is the full
performance measured by the time tfp compared to the reduced performance
measured by the time trp:
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r 

t rp

(3.21)

t fp

Similarly, it is possible to calculate safety ratio where 100% means no incidents
occurred during the operation. Reliability and safety are not properties for direct
definition of the efficiency but that must be met when operating.
Finally, to estimate the efficiency of autonomous platform purchasing and
operating cost Cugv, comparison with the cost of the traditional technology Ctrad
can be the criterion of efficiency:

c 

Ctrad
Cugv

(3.22)

As can be seen, over 100% cost efficiency means that it will be less expensive to
operate than by a traditional solution. In this case, use of an unmanned intelligent
technology is obligatory.

Uncertainty in the measurement system
The efficiency indicators and resistive forces are calculated based on vehicle
dynamic driving, terrain and environment properties that are tracked by a set of
sensors during the real-condition test. When reporting efficiency indicators to the
UGV design and judging about a platform design, the quality of the measurement
process and result reliability must be observed [64]. Without estimating the
uncertainty of the measurements, the different tests and platforms cannot be
compared, although it is the basis of the analysis.
Most output efficiency indicators are not measured directly, rather they depend
on several input measures and are altered by a data processor (Fig. 3.8). In
resistive force calculations, different direction accelerations are highly involved.
The source of data is provided by a 3-axis acceleration sensor that is mounted
into a vehicle in an unknown position. As it is an inertial type
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) sensor, the output is greatly affected by
vehicle vibration. Also, the electric motor has negative electromagnetic effects
that add noise to analog circuits.
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Figure 3.8 Acceleration measurement system setup.

The output value recorded into memory at every time stamp t is the acceleration
arithmetic mean value ܽ௧ measured and calculated for a time stamp:

ait 

1 n t
 ai ,
n i 1

(3.23)

 

where the standard deviation estimate u ait is established with the statistical
analysis:

 

u ait 



1 n t
ai  ait

n  1 i 1



2

.

(3.24)

The sources of uncertainty for sensor axes are output bias, scale factor,
nonlinearity and asymmetry of axes and sensitivity [65]. A sensor is calibrated at
nominal voltage in factory. Therefore, a precision voltage regulator must be used.
The systematic effect εB of the sensor zero acceleration level bias causes constant
linear growth of the systematic effect of the velocity depending on the
measurement time t when integrated [66]. Double integrating causes the position
systematic effect εs(t) to grow quadratically in time:
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 S t    B .
2

(3.25)

Additional systematic effect that affects the output is the bias εtmp caused by the
environment temperature that is highly nonlinear. The sensor is calibrated at the
temperature 25 ˚C by the manufacturer. The effect on speed and position
coincides with previous assumptions. All systematic effects are compensated
with correction δi.
Sensor’s output random deviation is caused by thermo-mechanical white noise
whose mean value is zero, correction δwn = 0 and experimental standard deviation
is swn, which estimates the standard deviation σ. Noise raises velocity standard
deviation proportionally to the measurement time t1/2 when integrated and
position standard deviation ss(t) proportionally to the measurement time t3/2 when
double integrated:

s v t   s wn t 1 / 2 t ,

(3.26)

t
,
3

(3.27)

s s t   s wn t 3 / 2

where Δt is the time between the measurement points. The change over time of
the systematic effect εB of the sensor zero acceleration level is similar, which
raises the standard deviation of the velocity proportionally to t3/2 and the position
standard deviation to t5/2. All output values measured with the sensor are affected
by the aforementioned effects and the correction function to values is given:

ai  f xres , xwn , x g , xtmp , xb , xsc , xnl  .

(3.28)

The measurement model for the inertial MEMS sensor is expressed with the
random and systematic effect corrections δi added to output y:
n

i
y  atsc   x sens
 x res  x wn  x g  xtmp ,

(3.29),

i 1

where
i
  xbi  x sci  x nli  .
 x sens
n

n

i 1

i 1

(3.30)

where δxres is the analog to digital converter (ADC) sensitivity correction, δxwn is
the white noise correction, δxg is the correction of the natural acceleration change,
δxtemp is the environment temperature correction, δxb is the axis bias correction,
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δxsc is the axis scale factor correction and δxnl is the axis nonlinearity correction.
Accordingly, combined standard deviation to the sensor output can be expressed:

 

n

u  y   u 2 atsc   u 2 xi  .

(3.31)

i 1

Essential parameters, like terrain roughness, which are calculated using the
integration of acceleration measurements to obtain velocity and distance, have
cumulative uncertainty over the test time t. Therefore, wherever possible, sensor
data fusion should be used using extended Kalman filtration to compensate
negative random effects. To estimate vehicle position with good probability, in
addition to acceleration sensor measures, other disparate source data can be added
to the measurement model. GPS (coordinates, speed, heading), e-compass
heading and wheel encoder incremental counts reduce uncertainty considerably
[67].

Conclusions of efficiency metrics









Focus in this section was on the efficiency metrics that enable evaluation
of UGV performance.
Mobile platforms can be equipped with several power unit types to be
treated on an equalized basis.
Based on the typical vehicle longitudinal dynamics model, a special
UGV power consumption model was composed that utilizes resistive
forces as key factors.
Vehicle, track and environment interaction includes several resistive
forces that can be subtracted and measured separately.
UGV internal energy transmission layout and algorithm efficiency can
be measured with several ratios to explain the energy losses. A set of
efficiency key-parameters was composed that are used for quantifying
energy losses during the operation.
Operational efficiency includes autonomy ratio, reliability and safety,
which are not defining the efficiency directly but that must be met when
operating.
Most output efficiency indicators are not measured directly, instead, they
depend on several input measures and are altered by a data processor
introducing several uncertainty sources to the data acquisition system.
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4. EFFICIENCY PROFILES AND DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
Design methodology
In general, all UGV operational inefficiencies during the tasks and missions
translate to waste of energy or money. However, it is the usual demand that high
efficiency is achieved following safety and emission demands, by handling
fragile cargo successfully or fulfilling maintenance interval requirements. The
current method helps to evaluate universal mobile platform design, its operational
efficiency and estimate its suitability in the field of application.
Main steps of the UGV efficiency validation process are presented in Fig. 4.1.
Because of unique requirements for every task and mission, efficiency profile
compilation for the platform under study starts by profiling the tasks. Planned
field of application is divided to missions, which in turn are divided into tasks
whose requirements must be configured as exact as possible to ensure the quality
of the result.

Figure 4.1 Evaluation of mechatronic system design.

To compile the profiles for an UGV design concept, some similar working
physical prototypes are required as a design solution candidate. The nature of
performance and efficiency measures are as follows:
 quantitative – measured numerically, or
 subjective – evaluated by scoring and rating.
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Subjective measures are often used for assessing the quality of operation. Keyparameters are calculated from the dynamic data measured during the realcondition test with the prototype, therefore they are quantitative. The required
parameters are divided into three groups:
 dynamic sensor data (Table 4.1) for calculating the key-parameters are
measured during the validation test;
 constants (e.g. platform mass) and parameters that change easily
predictably (aerodynamic resistance force) are measured on a separate
allocated test;
 indexes that are based on counting and classifying incidents (reliability,
safety) are obtained statistically over a longer testing period;
 least important parameters can be taken from a database (e. g. weather
conditions are based on forecasts).
Table 4.1 Required dynamic measures for calculating key-parameters

no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Measure
Processing time
Longitudinal acceleration
Vertical acceleration
Geographic location
Current consumption
Battery voltage
Track gradient
Wheel travelled distance

Unit
s
m/s2
m/s2
° (decimal)
A
V
°
m

Sensor
GPS unit UTC timestamp
MEMS inertial sensor
MEMS inertial sensor
GPS unit
Hall effect non-contact sensor
microcontroller ADC
MEMS gyroscope
encoder

Figure 4.2 Efficiency evaluation tests in the method package.
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In addition to real-condition tests, platform’s efficiency evaluation includes
allocated tests and requires some platform properties (Fig. 4.2) for result
calculation. Wheel tire rolling resistance and bodywork aerodynamic drag
resistance are measured simultaneously with the allocated coast down test. This
can be carried out on several terrains to obtain detailed models. As tire rolling
resistance on a particular surface is constant, the corresponding force can be
subtracted to find the aerodynamic resistance that grows with the speed square.
Work operation test is carried out to test the drawbar pull limits of the
platforms. The force can be measured using a dynamometer sensor between the
working tool actuator and the vehicle body. If the coast-down test has revealed
the energy requirements for a UGV for moving itself and the full power output is
known, it can be estimated. If bulldozing resistive forces become high enough,
no useful output remains available and drawbar pull force becomes zero (Fa =
Fp). It is the case when a vehicle is accelerated to its maximum achievable speed,
which is not limited by transmission. In case the drawbar pull force is lower than
needed (Fa < Fp) for accomplishing a task (snow plowing, obstacle crossing), the
traction efficiency ηt decreases the energy efficiency. Then such
recommendations to use better gripping tires, caterpillars, mass distribution
adjustment, smaller tool (plow) can be given.
Other key-parameters are measured preferably with sensors built into the
UGV VMS. The actual instantaneous consumed current during the test is
measured using a non-contact current sensor and battery voltage with a
microcontroller ADC. To calculate the platform load ratio, the maximum current
consumption required is measured with the corresponding test or is taken from
the database. It is best to measure track roughness directly from wheels [58].
However, vertical acceleration of the vehicle suspensioned body has sufficient
correlation with general track roughness as our interest is not in exact bump and
slope dimensioning. Although the measurement system can be simplified in this
way, measurements should still be calibrated with a higher class measurement
system as an etalon. Track gradient is measured using an electronic gyroscope
sensor included in IMU.
To compare mission and platform profile, efficiency profile of the platform is
compiled by evaluating its compliance to the requirements, including the
calculation of several efficiency ratios. Thus, all required key-parameters are
calculated from the data acquired instead of scoring and judging. This enables
automation of the process and an increase in the objectivity. As an automated
process that needs minimal effort for test arrangement, it is versatile and easy to
evaluate any kind of platform efficiency.

Energy efficiency profiles of a platform
Platform’s efficiency profile will answer the questions about the particular
design:
 How much energy is planned into vehicle design?
 How is the energy consumption distributed?
 How efficient is UGV design on given conditions/mission?
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How efficiently does UGV operate during the mission?
What should be improved in the UGV design to ensure its success and
increase its efficiency?

The profile is composed on the data acquired from vehicle-track-environment
interaction measurements (Fig. 4.3). Based on the efficiency metrics analysis, the
corresponding input measures to create efficiency profile for any moving
platform are:
1. energy consumption,
2. power plant load,
3. wheel slip,
4. driving smoothness,
5. calculated navigation efficiency,
6. number of accidents,
7. speed of task processing,
8. useful mass,
9. wear tracking,
10. cost payback period.

Figure 4.3 Platform efficiency characteristics profile.

Efficiency profile manages and connects the cross-relations of platform design
elements and control system specifications with their effects on the performance
and energy consumption. The meta-level layout (Fig. 4.5) includes:
 Design models or design specifications sufficiently detailed. For
example, a platform has a specific agricultural tire fitted to the wheel.
 Corresponding behaviour parameters. For example, this tire generates
high rolling resistance, yet prevents slip until some level.
 Effect on energy and operation efficiency. For example, traction
efficiency is acceptable, yet the energy efficiency is too high.
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pkg [Package] UGV efficiency profile [UGV efficiency anaysis ]

Control system
specification

Component
design model

Energy
consumption

Energy
efficiency

Operational
efficiency

Figure 4.4 Layout of efficiency profile with element examples.

XML based models can be used to make automatic cross linking between
elements inside the profiles. The energy consumption of the platform can be
visualized with a pie chart with overall consumption divided into parts as losses.
Energy efficiency is plotted on the radar chart to illustrate the strengths and
weaknesses, while efficiency ratios of different properties are given on several
axes, calculated ratios from worst to best in percentages. Based on the results,
improvements can be made to the platform design or the entire platform replaced
and another cycle of testing processed.
Platform efficiency profile is designed to coincide with the task and mission
requirement profiles. Overlapping the task/mission profile with the platform
profile indicates the UGV design ability to complete it and suitability in the field
of application. If the ratio is 0%, UGV cannot complete the task as its power
source is too weak and grip too low. 100% means fully compatible with mission
requirements. For example, durability indicator is a property of the platform
design. Durable construction is often heavy, simultaneously increasing economy.
Lightweight durable materials (e.g. titanium, carbon fibre) increase the cost,
which is often unwanted for consumer products.
During the current research, the first input data for profiles were generated by
the real-condition tests. To establish data library, the presence of working
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prototypes or previous platform versions is required. However, by data
acquisition from various platforms in different tasks, in addition to statistically
improving the result accuracy, it is possible to synthesize profiles for platforms
not yet built in physical form.
Efficiency profiles are also designed to help the consumers choose between
universal platforms. While planning a field of application to an UGV, it is not the
responsibility of a consumer to start developing and building a new platform
design from scratch. Instead, users can acquire profiles from a database or
compile profiles themselves to possible platform candidates and make decisions
based on the efficiency of a profile about purchase of a solution or to improve an
existing one.

Methodology framework
This research is part of an early design framework research [68] started in 2006
in cooperation with Estonian, Finnish and German research institutions. Optimal
key parameter determination at the very beginning of the product design stage
reduces significantly the product design cost [69] and helps to develop an optimal
conceptual solution for a mobile robot locomotion system. The general concept
of the framework is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Schema of the conceptual design framework [68].

When a UGV is still in its specification phase, a designer and a manufacturer will
perform an early evaluation of the requirements baseline before actually buying
the physical hardware. Therefore, it is required to have simulation algorithms and
a database developed and verified on different types of vehicles, starting from
conventional cars to hybrid mobile robots. The results of this research play an
important role of verifying those mobile robot simulation algorithms and are used
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to develop autonomous navigation scenarios of robotic platforms. The early
design framework is providing tools and methods for the conceptual design stage
by targeting to qualified and effective results in that stage. The result is a verified
and optimal design solution concept reflecting the design requirements and taking
into account the different aspects when comparing design candidate solutions.
This thesis research is focused on the performance check part of the design
cycle (Fig. 2.1) in order to improve the feedback and re-use of existing designs.
As the model is cycled several times, aiding the system design part with libraries
and validation, it speeds up the process and an optimal or competitive final
product is completed quicker. In addition, a detailed view of platform efficiency
parameters is stored in the form of a profile in the database for future development
estimations.

Conclusions of efficiency profiles and design methodology








UGV operational and energy efficiency profiles and their compilation
methodology are described in this section.
Evaluation method of platform efficiency includes real-condition tests,
allocated tests and requires also some platform constants to be calculated.
All required key-parameters were calculated from acquired data instead
of scoring and judging, which enables automation of the process and an
increase in the objectivity.
The platform efficiency profile manages and connects component
designs and control system specifications with their effects on
performance and energy consumption.
The platform efficiency profile corresponds to task/mission profile with
possible overlapping and represents the index of suitability in the planned
conditions.
This research is a supplement for early design framework research,
providing tools, libraries and methods for improving the conceptual
design stage of product development.
Focus is on the performance check and design validation part of the
design cycle.
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5. EFFICIENCY VALIDATION AND TEST MISSIONS
Test platforms
This research is targeted to the available mid-size class UGVs, that can be used
to accomplish many missions involving transportation, surveillance,
maintenance, service, agriculture and other areas. Usually, the most critical factor
is energy, which is a limited resource and defines the scope of use and executable
missions. UGVs use different and combined energy sources for producing useful
work. To treat the platform power plant as one variable in target oriented design
optimization, comparison is conducted on equalized basis.
The purpose of a test platform is to accomplish several executable pilot
missions in real conditions described by a diagram of high level use case (Fig.
2.2), while the measurement system simultaneously records performance and
energy parameters to analyse a vehicle’s dynamic energy efficiency. The method
enables optimization of the test platform design, as well as development and
validation of the energy efficiency profiles for the library elements of a universal
design model.
Compilation of the efficiency profile for a given UGV requires a set of
dynamic data recorded during a real-time real-condition test mission. The longer
the mission and the more varied the conditions, the more accurate results for
profiles can be calculated. As missions usually include repetitive tasks, input
sensor data analysis methods include data mining and machine learning to
compute vehicle efficiency indicators.
During this research, we had an opportunity to test and analyse three different
mid-size UGV platforms. All three platforms are similar wheeled platforms with
offroad capabilities and a full set of sensors which enable autonomous operation
and navigation. They have different ranges of use and capabilities, but they all
operate with a relatively low speed (under 40 km/h) and can carry useful load.
The first robot developed in Tallinn University of Technology, Department of
Mechatronics is called Uku [70] (Fig. 5.1). This all-terrain-vehicle (ATV) size
UGV weighs 250 kg and is an open platform for testing several unmanned
technology subsystems. Uku’s range of tasks can be snow plowing, street
cleaning, surveillance etc. Platform power transmission layout is simple,
consisting of planetary gearing in brushed DC motor output and straight bevel
gearing without differential on rear axis (Fig. 5.2). The drawback of the design is
that as Uku uses only rear wheel drive (RWD) and has light mass on the rear axle,
it generates wheel slip easily when driven on loose ground.
Fully electric Uku navigates with the aid of Xsens 3D motion tracker
(GPS+INS), SICK 3D laser scanner and a stereo vision camera, rear axle and
steering wheel encoders. Manoeuvring backup is provided by a contact type
emergency stop system. Electric energy consumption is measured by a noncontact current sensor on the battery output cable and a battery voltage
measurement sensor. Xsens motion tracker provides global position system
(GPS) coordinates, driving velocity, accelerations and track slopes. Data from the
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measurement system are captured with an Uku onboard computer and a wireless
transmitter provides data real-time transmission to the operator. Vehicle internal
data transmission between electronic modules uses a universal serial bus USB.

Figure 5.1 Electric UGV “Uku”

Figure 5.2 UKU’s power transmission internal losses.

The second robot platform Tracdrone [18] (Fig. 5.3) was developed for Tracdrone
OÜ by Hecada OÜ in co-operation with the Estonian University of Life Sciences.
This vehicle is planned for applications in agricultural activities like automated
sampling in cultivated land, unmanned miniloader function and non-chemical
pest control on agriculture.
UGV layout is modular, consisting of identical modules that are connected
with each other through steering linkage. All wheel drive (AWD) is achieved by
routing hydraulics lines to every wheel and body module. This enables
connection of two or more modules with dedicated functions or working tools
into a self-powered chain. The platform is front frame articulated with differential
axles and it has skid steering capabilities as each wheel has its own independent
drive. The power unit is a brushless direct current (BLDC) electric motor, but the
main hydraulics drive is designed such that a 10 kW diesel engine can be used
instead. This allows non-stop operation in agricultural applications where 8 - 10
h charging time of LiFePo4 battery pack would otherwise be a major drawback.
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Figure 5.3 Articulated steering hydraulic drive electric UGV Tracdrone and its computer
aided design (CAD) model.

Tracdrone navigates with the aid of custom built GPS + INS, each wheel and
steering linkage encoders. Higher level obstacle detection uses Leddar
inexpensive 3D lidars in the front and back of the body, complemented with ZED
stereo-cameras which provide range imaging. Manoeuvring and emergency
system backup is provided by ultrasonic distance sensors. Platform’s internal
electronic modules use controller area network (CAN) for data exchange. The
powerful Nvidia Jetson TX1 main computing unit provides 20 Hz constant data
output combined from data acquired from CAN modules. Data transmission with
the operator is possible over Wifi or 4G network. Electric power consumption is
measured by a non-contact current sensor on the battery output cable and a battery
voltage measurement sensor.
As the author of the thesis is also responsible for the layout and hardware
design of Tracdrone, an opportunity was open to test the efficiency of two main
drive layouts and two power units: an electric motor and a diesel engine. The
early configuration used (Fig. 5.4a) was as follows:
 8 cm3 hydraulic pump;
 pump direct drive from the electric motor;
 wheel direct drive from the hydraulic motor.
It was a sufficient configuration for driving tasks 7 – 20 km/h: territory
surveillance, soil sampling and other functions with a pulling force ~500 N. For
loading and pulling tasks, the hydraulics power unit was too weak and a new
configuration (Fig. 5.4b) was included:
 26 cm3 hydraulic pump;
 2:1 HTD belt drive between the electric motor and the pump;
 4.5:1 torque multiplication with 3-stage helical gearboxes on each wheel.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4 Comparison of Tracdrone’s internal losses: a – early conf.; b – later conf.

As can be seen, upgrading of Tracdrone’s power transmission introduced also a
slight 5% decrease of output efficiency, but enabled an increase in the pulling
power over 10000 N level, which exceeds considerably the level tires can transfer
to ground. When the electric motor is replaced with 10 kW diesel ICE, the wheel
output of a later configuration is expected to decrease as low as 26%. In spite of
the much higher energy waste of the diesel engine, UGV range is considerably
extended because of high energy density of diesel as well as provision of
continuous operation with minimal pauses for refuelling.
In comparison to platforms designed unmanned, ordinary small vehicle can
be converted to unmanned. Such UGV developed in Eliko Research Centre is
based on Norcar Minkomatic 660 DLA feed truck [71] where driving instruments
are automated (fig. 5.5). The purpose of this platform is automated indoor feed
transportation. There was opportunity to compare its design against other 2
UGV’s and test the profile synthesis possibilities while estimating the
performance.
Energy efficiency of the predescribed UGVs was evaluated by the
combinations of different energy sources and schematics of power drives (Table
5.1). Although they are all classified as mid-size UGVs, their operating mass
differs considerably as Uku is the lightest and Norcar Minkomatic the heaviest.
Based on the specifications, it is predicted that Norcar Minkomatic uses more
energy than other types due its mass and power source. However, it is constructed
for load transportation with the power system built inside the chassis and can
simultaneously carry more load while driving less, which means higher mission
processing efficiency.
While comparing the internal losses of the platforms, it is clearly seen that
more power transmission levels mean higher energy waste. In this sense, Uku
shows that simplicity means also higher efficiency (Fig. 5.2). However, it is not
always possible to use direct motor drives on wheels to achieve maximum
possible efficiency. In the case of Tracdrone, in addition to fast body module
engaging and water isolation demands, easy power distribution to tools is needed,
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which claims the use of hydraulics. It is predicted that because of using a diesel
engine and hydrostatic transmission, Norcar would easily prove to be the most
inefficient platform, although thanks to diesel high energy density, it is hardly
noticed by a user.

Figure 5.5 Norcar based diesel engine powered feed truck.
Table 5.1 Test platform specifications

Platform

Uku

Tracdrone

Norcar
Minkomatic 660
Mass
250 kg
400 kg
680 kg
Useful load
120 kg
300 kg
700 kg
Energy
200 Ah Pb car 132 Ah LiFePo4 diesel tank 20 l
source
batteries
batteries
Drive
4 kw 48 V DC el. 3 kW 48 V BLDC 14,7 kW Kubota
motor
el. motor
diesel
Transmission mechanical direct
hydrostatic
hydrostatic
Steering
front wheel electric articulated
front
wheel
hydrostatic
hydrostatic
Powertrain
RWD
without AWD hydrostatic
RWD hydrostatic
differential
Turn radius
2,1 m
2,5 m
2,5 m
Wheelbase
1300 mm
1500 mm
1800 mm
Wheel diam. front: 460 mm, 160 all: 780 mm, 190 front: 460 mm,
contact width mm
mm
200 mm
rear: 460 mm, 200
rear: 580 mm,
mm
300 mm
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Test missions
UGV design models were validated based on real-condition testing, during which
data acquisition takes place simultaneously. Some example missions were created
that allow testing the performance and efficiency of available universal UGV
platforms. For measuring dynamic performance efficiency, the missions can be
split into three parts:
 covering a distance or area – for example, territory surveillance,
 performing a task – for example, loading on/off cargo,
 support functions – measurement system itself, communication, etc.
Mission model requirements for appropriate testing scenarios are:
 feasibility to complete for mid-size wheeled UGV during reasonable time
(executable),
 easy repeatability (steady environment condition),
 enabling measurement of all key-parameters (not isolated).
During the current research, three mission scenarios were studied:
 snow plowing on a car lot,
 territory surveillance on a closed area,
 livestock feed transport.
Snow plowing mission (Fig. 5.6) is the easiest for an UGV to complete as the
autonomy level required is quite basic. This mission is suitable for Tracdrone.
The area is defined by GPS coordinates, on the basis of which UGV calculates
its plowing pattern and adjusts it based on obstacle encountering (cars, street light
posts). The main challenge is to maintain traction by not collecting too much
snow in front of the plow that would overcome UGV drawbar pull capacity.
During the mission, the platform control system solves several automated
tasks:
 tracks its position and energy amount,
 avoids obstacles while driving around,
 calculates the most optimal navigation route to cover the whole area,
 prevents the UGV for being stuck with driving wheels slipping,
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Recalculate track

Reverse

Figure 5.6 Snow plowing action diagram.

Territory surveillance mission is described here as a mission suitable to
accomplish for all three test platforms for comparison purposes (Fig. 5.7),
although very suitable for UKU. The mission involves covering a distance
between waypoints, while the driving route between them is unspecified - UGV
navigation system can choose a path that suits it and is easier to pass through. The
patrol route is closed, UGV reaches back to the control point. The terrain is
diverse, including gravel, loose sand, grass, meadow. Obstacles are mostly trees,
stones, fallen tree branches, trenches etc. Testing platforms carry no payload, they
only scan the surrounding environment while driving autonomously. It is required
for the defined scenario to take action when movement is detected, i.e. find the
intruders heading and send photos of an intruder to the control centre while
staying on distance itself. UGV intruder detecting capability means it detects
moving objects (humans, animals, other vehicles) using stereo camera image
processing.
During the mission, the platform VMS solves several automated tasks:
 tracks its position and energy amount,
 detects moving intruders and takes actions,
 avoids obstacles while driving around,
 prevents the UGV for being stuck,
 calculates the optimal (shortest) course length to travel between
waypoints,
 adjusts the route based on the vehicle and environment condition.
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Figure 5.7 Territory surveillance action diagram.

Feed transporting mission is the most complex mission; it was planned for the
Norcar unmanned transport vehicle as it has a suitable transportation capacity. It
is a hybrid mission as it includes all types of tasks (Fig. 5.8). The loader mission
is used for livestock automated feeding in large farms. The mission starts at a
certain time when the loader drives to a separate stock building, to fill its
container with the feed in the storage point. Then it drives through the yard to the
first livestock building with the aid of GPS + INS and a lidar. Navigation inside
the buildings is aided with wireless radio beacons where at least three beacons
are always reachable. If the loader reaches the feed vessel, it fills it with the
predefined amount of feed. This takes a certain amount of time and consumes
energy. After that, the loader navigates out of the building and through the yard
to the next livestock building. If the loader detects an empty feed container, it
drives back to the storage point for more supply. Similarly, if a low diesel fuel
amount is detected, the loader drives to the automatic refueling station. The loader
continues the mission until all the feeding vessels in all farm buildings are filled
to a certain amount. Then it drives to its parking point and waits for the next
livestock feeding time. Human intervention is only needed in case of unexpected
failures and technical maintenance of loader systems.
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Figure 5.8 Activity diagram of livestock feed transport mission for an UGV.

During the mission, the loader control system solves several automated tasks:
 tracks its position, fuel amount, container content, work completion,
 performs automated cargo on/off loading tasks,
 avoids obstacles while driving around,
 prevents the UGV for being stuck,
 calculates the optimal (shortest) course length to travel in the farm area,
 adjusts the route based on the loader and environment condition.
The described example missions enable measurement of all fundamental energy
efficiency parts and the measurement result will provide information for the
following design questions:
 Is the platform design suitable for the current mission?
 How effective is the navigation control system in real-condition
environment?
 How much time and fuel is saved or wasted compared to human
teleoperated driving?
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Validation testing
Real-condition testing was carried out with universal UGV platforms Uku and
Tracdrone to validate their performance, operational efficiency and suitability for
planned test missions (Figs. 5.9 – 5.10). Sensors needed were added to the
platform VMS when not present and there was no need to install separate data
logger electronics. On both platforms, VMS was modified to output the necessary
raw sensor data wirelessly with constant frequency 20 Hz.

Figure 5.9 Tracdrone during the real-condition testing.

Figure 5.10 UKU during the real-condition testing.

Basically, all three mission types are driving missions where the UGV has to
accomplish a task by reaching from one location to another. There were no
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difficult navigation or working operations included that would considerably
affect the result of the mission. Territory surveillance mission was conducted with
both platforms as well as with elements of the snow plowing mission. Feed
transportation mission is suitable for Norcar only as currently other platforms
have no suitably large containers in their equipment. Testing was carried out on
steady terrain conditions in an industrial area with relatively good conditions.
Some constant parameters needed for collection of efficiency profiles were
measured with an allocated test or calculated according to method and are
presented in Table 5.2. Air temperature and density, wind speed and direction
were assumed from the weather forecast. It is required to weight platforms with
vehicle weighing devices or at least calculated from the CAD model. In the
current project, mean masses were estimated from models.
Table 5.2 Input constants of the test platform profile

Platform
Mass
Tire rolling resistance
Body cross section
Drag coefficient

Uku
250 kg
0,23
0,54 m2
0,38

Tracdrone
400 kg
0,25
0,73 m2
0,37

To evaluate tire rolling resistance and the aerodynamic drag of the platforms, an
isolated test is required. The coast down method from the speed 40 km/h is most
practical. As both platforms rigidly drove without clutches to avoid use of
separate brakes, they had to be modified by disconnecting driving motors. A car
was used to tow it up to speed 40 km/h and let it rolling freely while platform
sensors measure the deceleration (Fig. 5.12). At such speed, the aerodynamic
effect is still small and offroad UGV is anyway not operated at higher speeds. As
the rolling resistance force grows linearly with the vehicle speed, the non-linear
component in the coast down test graph can be used to estimate the bodywork
aerodynamics. Depending on the bodywork, it starts to add resistance force over
20 km/h and grows exponentially. To calculate the drag coefficient, the vehicle
front area was estimated with a counting mesh (Fig. 5.11).

Figure 5.11 Drag area estimation of Tracdrone.
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Figure 5.12 Coast-down test of Tracdrone.

Rolling resistance coefficient was calculated according to formula (3.2) based on
the measurement of the resistance force. By subtracting the rolling resistance, the
aerodynamic drag can be estimated with formula (3.3).
As the Tracdrone is capable of basic detection of obstacles using the low
resolution 3D lidar, its navigation efficiency can be measured. It was required to
drive autonomously around square base of the facility using corner detection (Fig.
5.13). As seen on the recorded GPS track (red line in Fig. 5.14), it is most difficult
to pass the corner that stays away from lidar range of view. It must count on the
dead reckoning algorithm to manoeuvre over the corner and find the wall again.
The facility base dimensions were measured and GPS coordinates of ideal
trajectory were plotted. Mean deviation of the recorded track from an ideal
trajectory (yellow line) was 1,2 m and UGV covered 156 m, 12 m longer than
ideally. Also, the task took 4:50 min more to complete than driving smoothly
(1:15). In general, it means navigational efficiency ηn = 92% using formula (3.13)
and operational efficiency 28%. As this is only one task, the overall navigation
efficiency of the mission could be lower.

Figure 5.13 Facility corner detection with low resolution 3D lidar on Tracdrone.
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Figure 5.14 Navigation efficiency test of Tracdrone (1 – start, 2 – stop).

Territory surveillance mission consisted of driving the defined route using GPS
while observing the surrounding environment. Figure 5.15 shows the recorded
route around the defined guarded area accomplished with Tracdrone.

Figure 5.15 GPS recorded route around the defined guarded area on the territory
surveillance test with Tracdrone (1 – start, 2 – stop, 3 - pause).
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In the context of this mission, close following of an ideal route, high driving speed
or short route duration is unimportant. Instead, energy efficient smooth driving
to lengthen the range and the possibility to find intruders with imaging devices
are required. If the UGV navigation system forecasts all collisions and stops early
enough, then minimum breaks are required and all decelerations can be done with
regenerative braking, which increases energy efficiency. Driving smoothness is
described by the curvature, time to collision and mean acceleration. As the
turning radius of platforms is known, the easiest way to measure the curve radius
is to record steering wheel encoder (Uku) or central joint hydraulic cylinders
positions (Tracdrone). Time to collision relies on the 3D lidar range
measurements to detect obstacles. Mean absolute value of driving direction
acceleration describes the overall driving smoothness.
UGV was driven with varied speed, depending on the road conditions. The
graph shows a short pause when the vehicle was stopped (Fig. 5.16). Every
breaking and reversing action decreases the efficiency – the vehicle has to be
accelerated to the travelling speed again. The resulting energy consumption per
distance is plotted in Fig. 5.17. It is obvious that light vehicles have an advantage
as the mission specification requires no power and the circumstances are good.
While the vehicle is stopped, electric motors have a clear energy consumption
advantage as ICE uses additional fuel energy for idling the engine.
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Figure 5.16 Tracdrone’s GPS speed and distance during the territory surveillance test.
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Figure 5.17 Tracdrone’s accumulated current consumption during the test.
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A similar mission was carried out with Uku on a forest track (Fig. 5.18). As
lighter vehicle consumes less energy for driving (Fig. 5.19), territory surveillance
has much higher energy efficiency while conducted with a small UGV. To
compare both of the tracks, their roughness index should also be calculated using
the vertical acceleration recordings of the vehicle body. Although Uku has
suspensioned chassis unlike Tracdrone, body movement correlates well with
track bumps and slopes. In Tracdrone gravel and rough asphalt track, mean
roughness was 2.5 mm/m while the forest track for Uku had 4 mm/m. For low
driving speeds < 20 km/h, speed correction is not needed [25].

Figure 5.18 Uku GPS route during the territory surveillance test in the forest (1 – start,
2 – stop).
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Figure 5.19 Uku’s accumulated current consumption during the test.

Uku and Tracdrone consume current in relation to driving differently. As Uku’s
electric motor is directly connected to the rear axle, current consumption is highly
correlated to the vehicle speed. Although Tracdrone’s current consumption
during the test shows rough correlation with the electric motor speed (Fig. 5.20),
it is only correlated to the electric motor speed and load – hydraulics pressure,
which is in turn dynamically adjustable with a stepper and pressure regulator.
Actuating turning cylinders while a vehicle is stopped requires almost 15 MPa
pressure, which requires 76 A current flow from the battery. Pressure drops to 2
MPa – 3 MPa while driving, caused by the wheel motor’s high throughput, which
consumes only 10 A – 15 A current. It should be noted that that the pump motor
is only driven at speeds over 23% because it is unstable under that level.
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Figure 5.20 Tracdrone’s current consumption correlation with the motor speed.

Drawbar pull does not affect the efficiency in the context of the current mission,
as platforms are only moving their own mass. Still, based on the resistive force
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measurements before and during the field test, the summary specific resistive
forces can be calculated to platforms by reducing the track to the flat ground and
plotting in relation to the driving speed:

Fn  Fd  Fr  Fg .

(5.1)

As can be seen on the graph (Fig. 5.21), when the platform reaches its speed limit
because of resistive forces, the motor is not capable of accelerating it further since
no more useful force is available. Due to the offroad design, wear is expected to
increase exponentially on tires and transmission; therefore, the platform has its
most efficient range of use at low speeds (> 15 km/h).
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Figure 5.21 Resistive force and useful force calculated for Tracdrone driving on flat
terrain.

In addition to the mobility efficiency characteristics of platform calculated based
on dynamic measures, other efficiency properties can be calculated based on realcondition tests. Statistical reliability accidents of Tracdrone’s territory
surveillance mission included:
 loosening bolts in the central joint after driving 1 km, which eventually
lead to breakdown as the platform was unable to steer anymore;
 oil leak occurrence noted after driving 1 km as the movement loosened
the line attachment nut.
Uku had driving electronics problems, so it had to make unintentional pauses
several times during the test, yielding about 30% operational efficiency. Wear
tracking of both platforms needs long-term operations as the effect is not
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measurable during some episodic missions. Correct information about reliability
and wear can be obtained when a UGV’s work on long-term and daily basis with
data recording devices installed.

Compilation of efficiency profiles
Real-condition testing generates large sets of data for analysing the platform
design properties. The recorded test data enabled calculation of several specific
parameters for the efficiency profile, observed in the efficiency metrics analysis.
Parameters from the territory surveillance mission are given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Calculated parameters for platform profiles

Parameter mean value
Current consumption, Wh/m
Auxiliary power consumption, Wh/m
Driving speed, km/h
Longitudinal acceleration, m/s2
Longitudinal deceleration, m/s2
Distance from obstacles, m
Time to collision, s
Curvature, 1/m
Terrain roughness, mm/m
Ratio, %
Load factor
Traction efficiency
Tractive efficiency
Navigation efficiency
Operational efficiency
Reliability
Autonomy

“Uku”
4,5
0,8
7,4
0,5
0,5
3
1,4
0,2
4

“Tracdrone”
8,2
0,7
11,3
0,8
0,9
2
0,7
0,4
2,5

57
61
72
85
33
30
50

41
96
52
92
28
30
50

As testing Norcar in real-condition test was not possible, its efficiency map can
be predicted based on similarities with other two platforms. Conditions for Norcar
feed transportation mission are easy to measure. This makes possible to estimate
some efficiency parameters for Norcar profile based on its technical data (Table
5.1) and through scaling based on other tested UGV platform data (Fig. 5.22).
Besides being heavier, Norcar has the following layout properties:
 similar to Uku – front wheel steering;
 similar to Tracdrone – hydrostatic power transmission;
 different from others – diesel engine, large transportation capability;
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Figure 5.22 Comparison of efficiency parameters of unmanned platforms
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Figure 5.22 Data recording section for load factor calculation.
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Travelled distance, m

Current consumption, A

Platform efficiency ratios were calculated for testing data according to metrics
described in section 3. For example, Tracdrone’s load factor calculation during
driving is based on formula 3.6 and it uses the current consumption sensor on the
battery output cable. It was found that a full load on a 3 kW electric motor
consumes 86 A current constantly and maximum values are experienced on
accelerating the wheel motors while driving at constant velocity consumes
relatively low current (Fig. 5.22). The average load factor ηL = 41% means that
Tracdrone can easily accomplish pure driving tasks like territory surveillance
mission. For lowering the energy consumption, it is possible to use ~1.5 kW
electric motor with an expected load ratio of 80% – 90% although it means
pulling or climbing is not possible anymore.

0
200
Distance

Using efficiency profile visualization, better feedback to the studied platform
design and operational suitability can be given. Efficiency maps in the form of a
radar chart for all three platforms are presented in Fig. 5.23. The corresponding
mission maps according to task requirements are in Fig. 5.24. The map plots the
summary efficiency ratio of the platforms and divides the energy losses by type.
Although all platforms are universal, their properties and capabilities are
different. In a similar way, mission layouts and requirements need particular
UGV properties for processing with maximum efficiency. If the mission profile
area fits into the platform profile area, the platform can meet all the mission
requirements. However, considerably larger platform capability margin indicates
poor energy efficiency as its strength reserves are exaggerated.
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Figure 5.23 Calculated efficiency ratios for test platforms.
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Figure 5.24 Requirement map for test missions.
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Due to allocated coast down tests, it is possible to divide the energy consumption
of both platforms into parts. The contribution of resistive forces of the Tracdrone
UGV during the test mission is summarized in Fig. 5.25. As can be seen, most of
the energy is consumed for accelerating the platform to a speed and overcoming
slopes. Uku was driven on different road conditions (Fig. 5.26). While the speed
was lower on offroad conditions, its energy consumption increased by about 20%.
Also, offroad required more power to accelerate the vehicle due to frequent slopes
and high terrain roughness. Aerodynamic drag effect was expected to be
negligible on all platforms as they are similarly low speed operated.
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43%
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17%
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Figure 5.25 Distribution of resistive forces during the Tracdrone test.
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Figure 5.26 Distribution of resistive forces of Uku in two different tracks.

At consumer purchase price, all three platforms are estimated to be on same price
level (about 16 000€), depending on the sensors used, 3D laser scanners are best
for navigation but very expensive. Routine and maintenance costs are expected
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to be in the same level with the ATV vehicle (about 100€ per month). Therefore,
if the same missions are processed by a human worker on workdays, UGV
profitability will show better at operating under a year. If non-stop 24 h work is
planned for UGV, it will pay back its costs within some months of the operation
time.
However, there is always a possibility to lower the UGV purchase price and
increase cost-efficiency by using cheaper technologies, materials, components
that satisfy the requirements. It is the usual case that a prototype is much more
expensive than a serial product. Still, at some point, reliability starts to deteriorate
when the cost influences the quality too much. Exploitation costs are much lower
on electric vehicles because charging the battery is inexpensive and there is no
need to change oils, filters etc.

Validation results
Based on the data acquired from the allocated and the real-condition testing,
efficiency profiles were compiled. Profiles enable us to validate the platform
suitability for processing the planned test missions. Using the composed profiles,
the following conclusions were reached:
 Real-condition testing validates the field of application of the UGV under
study. None of the current platforms were developed for the territory
surveillance mission; however, light vehicles like Uku will suit best for
this range of use. Tracdrone seems suited for snow plowing and bulk
material loading tasks. Feed transport mission is clearly inclined to
favour high cargo capacity, therefore most suitable for Norcar.
 Electric power unit equipped vehicles have best energy efficiency and
emission properties. However, due to high energy density and non-stop
operational capabilities, ICE powered platform has much better
operational efficiency since it can produce more useful work with the
same time.
 Navigation efficiency and autonomy level of an UGV can be measured
numerically and used for technology limit comparison in the current state
of development. So far most studies rely on subjective scoring.
Depending on the mission, demands for autonomy level are different
with varied conditions that need much higher level of adaptivity.
 Tracdrone and Uku consume current differently due to the power
distribution system. Although a hydraulics system has its advantages, it
consumes about 20% more energy than the direct drive for accomplishing
the same task. It is also seen that modifying the Tracdrone’s power unit
yielded to 5% more energy consumed for driving. This is not a rational
improvement for territory surveillance but it increases performance
considerably for a snow plowing task.
 Based on the predefined constants and the data measured during the realcondition test, resistive forces during the UGV movement were
calculated and energy efficiency distribution plotted. This reveals that
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most of the energy is spent on overcoming rolling resistance,
aerodynamic resistance is negligible at those speeds.
Several improvements to platforms can be suggested by platform
efficiency profiles. All platforms should be fitted lower rolling resistance
tires as terrain is quite easy. UKU could benefit from powertrain
development and differential transmission. Tracdrone articulated
steering design and hydraulic powertrain is not for smooth handling on
long driving. Norcar is too heavy and possibly wastes too much energy
for the observed application.

Conclusions of efficiency validation and test missions








Efficiency validation of several UGV platforms was described in this
section.
During the thesis research, there was a possibility to analyse the
efficiency of three different wheeled mid-size UGV universal platforms.
Three mission scenarios are proposed for the testing performance of the
platforms. Each requires different qualities in order to be solved
successfully.
The allocated coast down testing enables us to indicate the distribution
of resistive forces on the energy efficiency profile.
Navigation test indicates the platform navigational efficiency, as well as
the autonomy level and reliability.
Drawbar pull force measurement indicates the power and traction limits
of the platforms.
Energy efficiency profile plots the summarized ratio of the UGV
operational and energy efficiency as well as individual property ratios.
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CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this research was to develop a method for evaluating energy and
operational efficiency of a mobile platform based on the requirements set by the
field of application. The current work contributes to the standardized
performance evaluation of autonomous platforms. As the efficiency profile
compilation is based on the calculations, not subjective scoring and judging, the
results reflect the properties of the platform more closely. Based on the realcondition results and the design validation of the current platform, assumptions
and estimations can be made for other new platforms that are in an early design
stage.
The primary result of the work is the method for compiling a task and platform
efficiency profiles based on the real-condition testing results.
In the research, several steps were performed in order to create the
methodology:
 Typical UGV tasks and missions were observed to find the essential keyproperties and assign priorities. It is necessary for a platform to meet
these task requirements for successful operation.
 Based on the typical longitudinal dynamics model of a vehicle, a special
UGV power consumption model was composed that utilizes resistive
forces as key factors. Energy and operational losses were described using
several ratios included to the internal and external energy conversion.
 The energy efficiency key-parameters were examined based on three
available mid-size UGVs. Though test vehicles are using different power
sources, transmissions and steering principles, their design is compared
on equalized basis.
 Platform design and operation were tested in real-conditions to obtain
dynamic data for validation. Some parameters were measured directly
during the test with a self-contained measurement system, other
parameters were calculated during the allocated test or obtained
statistically over a longer testing period.
 Energy and operational efficiency profiles were compiled. Although
accelerating and resistive forces can be measured together, it is not
enough to know the summary values. Instead, the design analysis
requires separation of the applicable forces and separate descriptions.
The main objectives were completed in the following levels:
 Efficient operation properties of tasks and missions assigned to universal
mobile platforms were analysed. Requirements for efficiency were
established based on the task map that describes and limits success
factors. Priorities were assigned by scaling the parameters in comparison
with each other. Standardized requirement profiles are easily linked with
mobile platform design elements. Task requirements will not restrict the
principles of the platform design element. Instead, they set up successful
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operation criteria. Exact task profile helps to search an ideal platform
design that completes the task with maximum efficiency.
A method for testing the key parameters of the mobile platform
efficiency was developed. The method includes several tests for
obtaining the key parameters of efficiency. Efficiency analysis was based
on the energy consumption model, specially composed for mobile
platforms that use its power source to generate useful physical work
during task processing. A set of efficiency key-parameters was used for
extracting and quantifying energy losses during the operation. Thus, it is
possible to measure every platform efficiency property required by a
task.
The layout and compilation of the efficiency profile is presented. The
efficiency profile for a particular mobile platform describes its
performance, current design strengths and weaknesses, energy
consumption distribution and sources of inefficiencies. An efficiency
map was composed using several appropriate ratios calculated from the
dynamic data of real-condition testing. Platform profile layout was
designed to correspond to the task map layout for easy assessment of
design suitability in the field of application. By overlapping them with
mission requirement profiles, suggestions for design improvements were
compared.
The validation results of existing platforms were used in product
development for improving the early design phase. Based on the recorded
data during several tasks, efficiency profiles were created and compared
with mission maps. The results can be organized in knowledge library
and used for an engineering toolkit which allows easy platform design
validation, aiding simulations, predicting design concept performance
and efficiency.

Contributions of the research:
 A contribution is made to the standardized performance evaluation of
autonomous platforms. Although it is currently uncommon, consumer
benefit is clear when getting objective benchmarks.
 Compilation of the energy efficiency profile of the mobile platform and
assessment of a single component effect on it. Validated and accurate
energy efficiency information and derived design guidelines provide
major improvements in the optimization of an unmanned ground vehicle
platform.
 Improvements in the early design phase of unmanned mobile platform
development. Consumer market for mid-size unmanned platforms is
expected to grow exponentially, accompanied by an increasing demand
and a stronger need for handling the complex design process. As energy
efficiency is always one of the most important measures in consumer
products, it is especially important to support it in the early stage of a
design process.
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It is demonstrated that designing energy efficient and versatile platforms
is a current trend. As robot platforms are often designed universal, design
requirements consider multiple aspects that make optimizing energy
efficiency and meeting requirements complex.

Novelty of the research
The scientific novelty of the research involves:
 Compilation of task and mission properties into standardized
requirement profiles, which is easily linked with mobile platform design
elements.
 Proposal of energy consumption model specially composed for mobile
platforms that use its power source to generate useful physical work
during task processing.
 Composition of the mobile platform efficiency map that describes its
design strengths and weaknesses numerically. For this purpose, several
appropriate ratios calculated from dynamic data of real-condition testing
were used.
 Suitability assessment of mobile platform design in the field of
application using composed efficiency profiles overlap with mission
requirement profiles.
 Provision of comparative test of two universal platforms as a guideline
for further applications.
Future work
The main limitation for testing is the lack of available UGVs in usable condition.
As the field of unmanned technology is still new, only few platforms in the
vicinity are under development and available for testing. It was very helpful that
the author’s own project Tracdrone and Uku were available in the university
when needed. Hopefully, more platforms can be tested in the future.
Low level of autonomy of unmanned platforms limited testing complexity. As
they were prototypes under development, navigation and adaption with
environment conditions was rather basic and hard to test full operational
efficiency in real environment. Advanced autonomy can also be tested further
As the estimations of platform properties rely on statistical analysis, clearly
more testing data are needed to improve the system. The more data are recorded
during real-condition testing, the less uncertainty of the profile indicators will
there be. Because of large data amounts, utilization of data mining and machine
learning algorithms is essential for result computing.
It would be beneficial to test all three platforms in several missions that have
different requirements. Varying the environment conditions and different terrains
is also important. Other platforms, especially those using different locomotion
and steering mechanisms or power conversion chain, should be tested when
available.
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Both platforms used for real-condition testing are currently on the prototype
level with plans to develop the design further. Therefore, both benefit from
compiled energy efficiency profiles, which are basically a collection of relevant
properties and their effects, to match better with a planned field of application.
Tracdrone’s first application is agricultural soil survey and sampling, which
creates the need for extending the operation time and distance by improving the
navigation and energy efficiency while preserving the performance
characteristics.
In addition, the results are used for validation of simulations; a database of the
testing results for several mobile platforms can be used to predict the results when
similar solutions are under development. Currently, no databases are freely
available, for example, those containing data of rolling resistances of different
sufficiently described tires. Although there are simulation and estimation
methods available for early design support, a comparative database would
enhance the energy efficiency forecasting considerably. More precise input to
simulations yields to a better output.
To improve practical usability of the method, automatic compilation of the
efficiency profiles simplifies acquisition of the results, comparison of different
platforms and their properties. XML based design models enable automatic crosslinking between different profiles. While new information is uploaded, the system
would benefit from self-training algorithms. Therefore, corresponding software
should be developed which would process recorded testing data.
The solution could become a valuable part of an online knowledge base [72]
that combines information and tools to aid the design process of mobile robotics.
The components already configured and validated would be freely available. In
addition, the common knowledge sharing environment activates co-operation
between SMEs and research institutes. The essential parts in the knowledge base
would be:
 efficiency profiles of existing platforms;
 configurable requirement profiles of typical tasks;
 platform performance analysis and comparison tool;
 detailed design configurator for generating platform layouts to match
requirements;
 energy efficiency estimation of platform layout.
The next level of efficiency evaluation is to study co-operation of multiple UGVs
or co-operation with UAV that is already in the area of interest [44]. Tasks can
be divided between platforms with different capabilities and therefore improve
mission processing more than possible with independent platforms. Currently,
most UGVs are used independently as they lack sufficient intelligence and
adaptivity to co-operate. However, this will certainly change in the near future
with the growing market.
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ABSTRACT
Energy Efficiency Evaluation Method for Mobile Robot Platform Design
Unmanned ground vehicle market is expected to grow exponentially with many
competitive designs being developed also for applications in the civil field. While
the expenses for automation and robotics technology have decreased, the
development complexity is increasing and the lead times to market are shrinking,
which requires considerable effort to tune the autonomous platform performance
and efficiency to a competitive level. Designing a complex mechatronic system
is a time-consuming task with expensive prototype building and a lot of trial-error
testing. Practical usable systems for prototype performance evaluation and
validated model databases can improve the platform early design phase and speed
up new concept generation for applications.
This thesis is focused on the efficiency validation method that provides a link
between the UGV design models and their real-condition operational efficiency.
Although platforms are usually designed with more or less universal capabilities,
their most efficient operating area is much narrower. Efficiency metrics for
universal platforms are established by mapping tasks and missions in the planned
range of use taking into account the environment and terrain properties. This
enables compilation of efficiency profiles to particular platforms that also present
energy consumption distribution. Profiles are used to improve and optimize UGV
design, control systems and their comparison to find the most suitable for a given
task. The thesis research is part of the general mobile robot development
framework incorporating methodologies, tools and experimental data focusing on
the early stage product design support.
Based on the goals, the following tasks were solved:
 Analysis of efficient operation properties of tasks and missions assigned
to universal mobile platforms. Requirements for efficiency are
established based on task properties and the corresponding key
parameters selected.
 A method for testing the key parameters of the mobile platform
efficiency was developed to validate the design in real condition.
 Efficiency profiles for mobile platforms that describe their design
suitability to the field of application were developed. This enables easy
comparison of different platforms and improvements in the design and
technical solutions can be made.
 Platform efficiencies were validated and compared based on realcondition measurement tests. Three different mid-size wheeled platforms
were used to accomplish the territory surveillance mission.
In the current research, a method for evaluating operational and design efficiency
of the mobile platform was created. Based on the real-condition testing,
efficiency and energy consumption distribution profiles were created for
platforms and improvements were suggested for design. Although robotic
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platforms can use different moving and steering principles or power source, the
method enables comparison of efficiency based on the performance and energy
consumption, regardless of the design. All results were saved into the database,
which enhances the efficiency forecasting considerably for future uses. The
current work contributes to the standardized performance evaluation of
autonomous platforms.
Keywords: unmanned ground vehicle, mobile robotics, energy efficiency, design
validation.
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KOKKUVÕTE
Liikuva robotplatvormi energia efektiivsuse hindamise meetod
Mehitamata sõiduvahendite turule ennustatakse järsku kasvu. Lisaks
militaarotstarbele arendatakse järjest enam selliseid tooteid ka
tsiviilotstarbeliseks kasutamiseks. Koos automaatika- ja robootikaalaste
tehnoloogiate odavnemise ja kasutusala laienemisega kasvab ka tootearenduse
keerukus, samas kui arenduse aeg järjest väheneb. Selline olukord nõuab
inseneridelt märkimisväärset pingutust autonoomsete platvormide suutlikkuse ja
efektiivsuse arendamiseks konkurentsivõimelisele tasemele. Keeruka
mehhatroonilise süsteemi projekteerimine on ajamahukas ülesanne, millega
kaasneb kallis prototüübiehitus ning palju testimist. Praktiliselt kasutatav süsteem
prototüüpide suutlikkuse hindamiseks ja sellel baseeruv valideeritud
konstruktsioonimudelite teek aitaks oluliselt kiirendada robotplatvormide
tootearenduse varasemat, kontseptuaalset etappi ning lühendada uute lahenduste
väljatöötamise aega.
Käesolev doktoritöö keskendub mehitamata liikuvate platvormide
efektiivsuse valideerimise metoodika loomisele, mis ühendaks robotite mudelid
nende toimimise efektiivsusega planeeritud kasutustingimustes. Kuigi
platvormid projekteeritakse enamasti rohkem või vähem universaalsed, on nende
kõige efektiivsem kasutusala märksa kitsam. Efektiivsust kõige paremini
kirjeldavad parameetrid tuletatakse kasutusala ülesannete kaardistamise teel,
võttes arvesse keskkonna ja maastiku omadusi. Selle põhjal on võimalik koostada
uuritavale platvormile efektiivsuse profiil, mis ühtlasi esitab ka selle energiatarbe
jaotust. Neid profiile kasutatakse mehitamata sõidukite konstruktsiooni ja
juhtsüsteemi arenduseks ning optimeerimiseks, samuti erinevate tehniliste
lahenduste ja platvormide omavaheliseks võrdluseks ning parima kasutusotstarbe
leidmiseks. Tehtud uurimustöö on osa üldisest mobiilsete robotite arenduse
raamistikust, mis sisaldab erinevaid meetodeid, töövahendeid ja katseandmete
teeki ning on mõeldud toetama tootearenduse varast etappi.
Eesmärkidest lähtuvalt lahendati järgmised ülesanded:
 analüüsiti robotitele määratud ülesannete seatavaid efektiivse toimimise
nõudeid. Nende nõuete baasil on väljatöötatud vastavad
võtmeparameetrid.
 Arendati metoodika, mis võimaldab süstematiseerida ja testida robotite
efektiivsuse võtmetegureid reaalsetes oludes ja sellega valideerida nende
tehnilisi lahendusi.
 Koostati robotitele efektiivsuse profiilid, mis ühendades mudelid
katseandmetega, kirjeldavad nende konstruktsiooni ja kasutatavate
tehniliste lahenduste sobivust planeeritud kasutusalale. Profiilid
võimaldavad platvormide omavahelist võrdlust ning nende põhjal
parandada tootearendust.
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Loodud metoodika abil võrreldi kolme platvormi reaalsetes tingimustes
läbiviidud katsete põhjal. Selleks oli võimalik kasutada erineva
ehitusega, kuid keskmise suurusega ja ratastel liikuvat robotplatvormi.

Töö tulemuseks on metoodika väljatöötlus mobiilsete robotplatvormide
toimimise ja konstruktsiooni efektiivsuse hindamiseks. Välikatsetele tuginedes
on robotitele koostatud efektiivsuse ja energiatarbe jaotuse profiilid ja vastavalt
soovitatud konstruktsiooni täiustusi. Kuigi platvormide liikumise ja pööramise
põhimõtted ning energiaallikad võivad olla erinevad, võimaldab metoodika
võrrelda neid olenemata konstruktsioonist vaid suutlikkuse ja energiatarbe
põhjal. Tulemused kogutakse teeki, mis lihtsustab konstruktsiooni toimise
efektiivsuse ennustamist tulevikulahendustes. Käesolev töö on oluline samm
robotplatvormide standardiseeritud suutlikkuse hindamiseks.
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